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Conference In Waldoboro Striking Controversial Question That Has Stirred the Penobscot Bay Steamboat Burns To Water’s Edge At And the Hammers Will Ring Again In Granite Quarries
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Conference Here Saturday
People Of Dixie Land
Minturn and Goes To the Bottom
The Rockland Gazette was established
obert G. Poster in his talk to 4-H
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette Club leaders in Waldoboro Friday,
in 1882. The Free Press was established
in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to brought out these main objectives of
Another busy summer in the of prices had been endorsed the men
The good old steamer Gov. Bod- noontime on the tug Eugenie Spof
Readers of the current newspapers j which Prohibition will pale before a
the Tribune. These papers consolidated club work: Making persons out of in can scarcely have failed to notice the I Question that is genuinely fundagranite
quarries of Knox County and quietly returned to their homes, ap
March 17. 1897.
ford.
well, which has been plying between

....
dividuals; helping young people to extraordinary and countrywide at- jmenta'The Gov. Bodwell was built at vicinity was assured when the sev parently in accord with the day's de
Rockland and Penobscot Bay islands
IP develop personality; change is edu
tention that has been paid the subTo this demand Governor Long re since 1892. made her last trip yes George A. Gilchrest's yard in this eral branches of the Quarry Work velopments.
Following is a list of the quarries
We are always looking into the ••• cation i providing conditions for ject of dunking. Few editors of note plied in part:
city in 1892, was rebuilt in 1914, and ers’ International Union endorsed
future, but we see only the past.
change is teacher's job); all behavior but have found occasion to touch it1 i cast my lot with the dunkers, and terday, but those on board little was equipped with a new top in 1924. the action of Saturday's conference affected and estimated number of
—Madame Swetchlne.
... is learned; self-activity. And the
quarryworkers there employed.
with their earnest and brilliant pens, i I shall be dunking it, along with mul- dreamed that it was an epochal occa She was permitted to carry 165 in Rockland.
•?,
... ,e.
p three problems which every boy and while in the homes of the country, titudinous millions, long after your sion.
Hall Quarry—Booth Bros, and the
Work will be resumed in the vari
passengers, and had a freight carrygirl must solve are: A vocation, how
side of this business has “crumbled
ous quarries this week, and the wages Hagerty Company, 130.
in
particular
those
of
the
North
and
to spend leisure time, future home
not into potlikker but into confusion
PARK THEATRE
Oak Hill—Sixty or 70.
will be on the same basis as those
the South, argument has run high. A
It has been almost impossible for
“Rich women marry poor men— and family relations
Wildcat—Previously settled.
named in last year's bill of prices.
Dr. Poster, who is director of 4-H compendium of the controversy, ap the Democratic party to hold to
for happiness!" declares Dorothy
Clark Island—John C. Meehan &
Saturday's conference brought to
Mackaiil . film star—and wealthy Club work in the Eastern States, has pearing in a recent issue of that ad gether on Al Smith and Prohibition,
woman! Miss Mackaiil was not re studied young people and their prob mirable publication, the Literary and, as a Democrat, I truly hope The
Rockland approximately 150 men Son, 300.
Constitution wil] do nothing to di
ferring to herself, however, but to lems for some years.
who work in the granite quarries, or
Long Cove—Booth Bros. & Hurri
Mildred G. Brown, assistant State Digest, so completely sets it forth, vide the party on the question of
the part she plays in “Kept Hus
in connection therewith. The meet cane Island Granite Co. 125.
bands," a Radio Pictures’ offering club leader, took up with the leaders that those of our readers who unfor- potlikker and the recognized, genuine
Vinalhaven—Booth Bros. & Hurri
ing was held in the Thorndike grill,
due tomorrow at the Park Theatre. present the club members account tunately missed seeing it in those exponent thereof. May I not have
“The newest rights of woman and sheets, how to keep them accurate pages will be glad, we are sure, to see proper amends, if not correction?
but was not called to order until cane Island Granite Co. 40; Joseph
one of the most popular, most fre and up to date.
Then the governors began to be
nearly 3 o'clock, owing to a delay Leopold 130.
L. H. Shibles, State club leader, led it reproduced here.
quently exercised, is the—shall we
heard from. The editor of The Con
While the wage settlement did not
in the arrival of Frederick W. Suitor,
the
general
discussion
and
a
number
say purchase?—of a husband who is
stitution’s Corn Pone and Potlikker
the international secretary, who had include stonecutters this year a strike
on the market because he is poor,” of problems were explained.
To dunk or not to dunk? That is Department received from John Gar
R. C. Wentworth, county agent, the question which for a moment land Pollard, Governor of Virginia,
she adds.
been expected Friday night, but who would have affected about 900 men
“The poor-man-rich-girl combina gave a short talk on the poultry out lately seemed to menace the boasted the following:
did not reach here until 2.35 p. m. thus employed at the granite centers
look
for
chick
raising
and
poultry
tion does not occur solely because
solidity of the Solid South.
“Record me against introducing
above named.
Saturday.
poor men are the only ones in the management 4-H Club members for
How should corn pone be eaten in another likker question to divide the
1931.
Universal satisfaction is expressed
Meantime the quarry workers
market for rich girls. Other men
conjunction with potlikker? Should ranks of democracy.”
Jessie M. Lawrence, home demon you dunk the pone, or crumble it and
are 'purchasable,' but the rich girl
over
the harmonious settlement of
roamed
the
street
and
swarmed
the
Prom Gov. W. H. (Alfalfa Bill)
prefers the right sort of poor man stration agent, also told about the pour the potlikker over it?
the quarry workers bill, for the
restaurants
—
a
fine
looking
body
of
Murray,
of
Oklahoma,
comes
the
because, generally speaking, he is new project for this year, Vegetables
“Dunk!" cried that doughty battler, following typical response:
men which attracted much favor granite Industry is one of the bright
for Health.
unspoiled.
Huey P. Long. LL. D., Governor of
“I suggest we declare a truce be
able attention, and aroused much spots in the present industrial situa
A bread demonstration was given Louisiana, and Senator-elect.
“Things have changed in this re
Steamer
Gov.
Bodwell,
Faithful
Servant,
Whose
Bones
Today
Lie
Under
the
tween the opposing forces of the
spect, naturally. In past decades by Gertrude Hardy of the Golden
Horrified, our venerable contempo South battling over a question of
curiosity until the nature of the in tion.
Waters At Minturn
people talked about such marriages. Rule 4-H Club bread team.
rary, the Atlanta
Constitution, whether corn pone should be dunked
flux was explained. The meeting
Congratulations, Labor; congratu
Leaders present were: Clarence fought against such an idea.
Men who became ‘kept husbands'
or crumbled into the potlikker until
At 8.30 last night, while the craft1 ing capacity of about 75 tons. She adjourned in the early evening, and lations, Capital; and congratulations,
lost self-respect. Proud men wouldn't Walker, Bernal Jewett and Gregory
“Crumble!” it shrieked from the , the leaders investigate the possibility
when it was learned that the old bill the Public.
make such matches. And finally, MacDonald of Aina;
Margaret ramparts.
of my favorite dish, hog jowl and was tied up at the Swan's Island was valued at $60,000 and was partly
poor men were not polished. Now Young of Camden; Mrs. Celia BragAnd all America stood by In poke salad. As for dunking or
insured. Capt, Roscoe Kent was
wharf,
fire
broke
out
around
the
the wealthy girl may find among don, Mr. and Mrs. Norris Waltz of breathless suspense.
, crumbling the corn pone, both sides
master and Charles Bucklin was
them willing candidates, proud, of Damariscotta; Mrs. Annie Plummer.
Corn pone, we assume, is known to 1 are partly right. It should be boiler and spread so rapidly that the
VOTES FOR THE BRIDGE
chief engineer. She carried a crew
good family, intelligent, polished, Damariscotta Mills; Mrs. E. N. all of our readers, but potlikker is i crumbled as food for human beings
few
members
of
the
crew
on
board
college graduates, even, as in my pic Hobbs and N. P. Barrett of Hope; another matter. It is a perfectly , and dunked as food for hound dogs ”
of 14.
ture, athletic heroes "—adv.
Rev. E .J. Herrick, New Harbor; Rev. legal fluid which mav be inadequate- ;
made a hasty exit. The lines were
The Bodwell has been a good old A Hectic Discussion Marked Yesterday’s Town Meeting
Southerners m New York joined cast off, and a motor boat towed the
Harold LeMay, Bristol Mills; Mrs. lv defined, according to the New
scout all these years, and her fate
York
World,
as
“
the
by-product
of
a
the
battle,
and,
according
to
The
Amber
Childs.
Albert
Elwell,
Orff's
STRAND THEATRE
Down In South Thomaston
doomed craft to the Minturn side of almost seems like a personal loss.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer went in for Corner, Waldoboro; Cecil Annis, Mrs. mess of greens boiled with a piece of Herald-Tribune:
the harbor where she burned to the
Gertrude
Talenbloom,
Simonton
’
s
The
steamer
Vinalhaven
at
Maine
pork
or
hog-jowl."
Even
the
use
by
Doctor-Governor
novelty with a vengeance in filming
When The World hints that this Senator Long of the verb dunked water's edge and sank.
Central wharf is being put in con
scenes for Lawrence Tibbett’s new Corner; George H. Cameron, Miss
The floodgates of oratory were
G. C. Putnam again held the par
picture, “The Prodigal." which will Martha Gorden and Clifton Meser definition is inadequate, it is think- was attacked with all the fire of
The members of the crew and the dition for the route, and may begin i opened wide in yesterday's town liamentary reins yesterday and his
vey,
Union;
Mrs.
Jane
Hewett
and
ing
of
the
time
Marse
Henry
Watt-r,
manv
a
Southern
soul.
Soft-voiced
be shown Wednesday and Thursday
island
mails
will
arrive
here
about
her trips tomorrow.
meeting at South Thomaston, and skill was needed. Eugene Harring
Mrs. Caroline Bartlett, West Wash son needed a column in the Louisville gentlemen, ordinarily slow to anger,
at the Strand.
was re-elected town clerk. Oth
i the result was one of the largest and ton
The story, a modern tale of a ington. Others attending were E. N. Courier-Journal, to convey some stood up in Manhattan yesterday,
er officials chosen:
prodigal son who has left his “hobo" Hobbs. Hope; Douglas Bisbee. Sim idea of the delights of this favorite and branded the verb dam-yankee
liveliest sessions held there in re
Selectmen and Assessors—S. O.
HONOR STUDENTS NAMED
heresy. They said they had never
wanderings and returns home to find onton's Corner; Albert Fossett. New Southern concoction.
cent years.
Hurd, George Snow and Erick Har
Dunk probably is familiar to all. heard it anywhere in Dixie. Down
his aristocratic family embroiled in Harbor and K. C. Lovejoy, Belfast.
The principal topic of debate was jula.
This meeting stands out as the j But just to be sure that no one is in there people may dip hot biscuits in
domestic infidelity, gave the film
the State's proposal to replace the
Treasurer and Collector—L. E.
company lavish opportunities in the most important event of the club I the dark, we turn to an Associated gravy, or sop them in molasses, but Juniors and Seniors of Rockland High School Selected By Keag bridge with a modern concrete
:
Fogg.
they don't dunk. That is a Yankee
way of reproducing picturesque year, and all leaders felt that It was Press dispatch •to* read
structure. After hearing long argu
• •
School Committee—Eugenie God
Principal Blaisdell and Faculty
word, the Southerners said, common
plantation exteriors and equally in full of valuable information.
ments, pro and con, the town voted frey.
teresting interiors in fn old Colonial
Dunk is not yet in the dictionary. ly used to describe the practice of
to raise its share of the cost. $2041.59
Auditor—John Ingram.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
but the controversy as to whether dipping doughnuts or toast in coffee.
mansion
instructing the selectmen to make a
It was voted not to elect a road
Again the note of novelty was
The
National
Honor
Society
which
FELL
INTO
BROOK
I corn ^,P°,lle sho'!?,d, be dunked or I While Irvin S. Cobb, of Paducah,
j loan for that amount. It was pro commissioner.
Seacoast—Maine—St. George River crumbled in potlikker may force it Kentucky's favorite son, made pubstruck in a depiction of an old-fash
bears the same relationship to vided, however, that outside parties
Among the appropriations made
ioned negro barbecue, in which hun —St. George River Beacon reported I t0
attentIon
'he dictionary jjC ^is new iow-down on American Caroline Hichman, Aged 3,
i must contribute money sufficient to
dreds of negroes, including the noted destroyed.
preparatory schools that Phi Beta pay George Green's claim of $1500 i were these:
makers.
(history:
Town government. $1000; protecSeacoast—Cape Porpoise Harbor—
Ethiopian Etude Chorus. Join the
Dr. Frank H. Vizetelly. managing
"The corn p^p should be buttered
a Victim of Drowning Kappa does to the college, gained a for land, granite now in use, and ! tion of persons and property, $50;
Metropolitan baritone in the singing Maine—Polly Island Beacon de editor of the Funk & Wagnalls die- whjje hot. and bites of it taken berights. The bridge Is 22 feet wide, health and sanitation, $50; highways
new crop of recruits at Rockland . all
of such typical old-time Southern stroyed. Will be rebuilt.
Sunday Afternoon
tionary, found t ie word came from tween Sjpg 0( potlikker," he said,
with a five-foot yzalk.
I and bridges, $1900; street lights,
Penobscot River—Maine—Buoys' to the German tunken. meaning to dip “This is an authoritative statement
songs as “Chidlins" and "A Child Is
High School yesterday when Princi
The town voted to raisp $270 for $270; Grierson road, $300: public
be established about April 15. 1931.
Born." "
' or immerse, tind is used bv the ' from one w^0 was rajSe<i on potlikCaroline
Hichman,
3-vear-old
Eighteen-Foot Spot Buoy 4, to be ' Pennsylvania Dutch, who spell It ker. It is a fact generally over daughter of William Hichman was pal Joseph E. Blaisdell and the other I electric street lights, and to hence welfare, $400; schools, $3600; school
Local color of a different variety
forth take over the obligation which
was depicted in a fox hunt sequence established, a red, 2d-class tall nun, dunke. Its past participle Is gedunkt. looked by historians, that the real drowned near the Pleasant street members of the faculty made the fol 1 has been patriotically assumed by repairs, $200: school administration.
$215; town hall repairs, $25; State
in which the local gentry are shown in 30 feet of water, about 4000 yards The word is included in the Penn underlying cause of the Civil War railroad crossing Sunday afternoon
:Aid road, $533.
lowing selections from the upper the Village Improvement Society.
chasing the elusive fox with the help 23'j deg. from Fort Point Lighthouse. sylvania German dialect dictionary. was a Yankee coming down South when she fell into a small stream.
Ten-Foot Rock Buoy 9, to be estab
of a pack of fifty hounds.
The child had been missing from classes:
and putting sugar in corn bread,
Now let's go.
Esther Ralston plays the heroine. lished. a black, 2d-c!ass tall can, in 60
MEANING OF MONTPELIER
GRANGE BIRTHDAY
The battle started in this manner, and disparaging the merits of potlik the house about 20 minutes, and was
The supporting cast also features feet of water, about 4100 yards 12'- j according to The Constitution:
! found by the distracted father lying
ker.'
’
Roland Young, who was last seen deg. from Fort Point Lighthouse.
Associated With Noted Ruler Namad
I unconscious in the water. In a vain
JUNIORS
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Penobscot View of Glencove
In an Associated Press story from
with Tibbett in “New Moon" and
In the New Testament
t hope of saving her life she was
Emjly Post, the Judge Landis of j rushed to Knox Hospital, where Dr.
Rockland Automobile Show. April Baton Rouge, printed in The Con
Cliff Edwards, fresh fiom “Dance
Kenneth Orcutt
Is
Going
To'
Kick
Up
Its
stitution, Governor Long asserted etiquette, proved diplomatic, accord i A. W. Foss pronounced her dead upon
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
Fools, Dance.”—adv.
Says a writer in the Boston Tran
Horace Booth
that when eating potlikker and corn ing to the New York Times, in which arrival. There was no pulmotor
Heels
Thursday
Night
script: The name “Pilate," has some
pone, the cornbread is dunked in the she is quoted as saying, “The only available in the city so artificial
Fannie Masalin
curious, devious, local interest. The
thing I can offer is 'when in Rome, respiration was resorted to, but
I , ambrosial liquid so ardently cherPenobscot View Grange will ob Boston bookseller, who, as General
Francis McAlary
j ished by every true Southerner. In do as the Romans do.’
without avail.
serve its 29th birthday anniversary Knox, was the chief instrument in
Lucy French
“If Governor Long stands stead
order that this inaccuracy might be
Medical Examiner Frohock ren
Thursday evening, with sitpper at forcing the evacuaticn of Boston by
;' slain at its source, the editor of The fastly by dunking, those who oppose dered a verdict of "accidental drown
Arleen Makinen
; i Constitution's Corn
Pone
and him ought to dunk whap they dine ing.”
6.30 and the lecturer's program fea the British, in later life built a
Fred Harden
I i Potlikker Department appended the with him. But when he dines with
turing the anniversary. Of the 27 mansion at Thomaston, Maine. This,
Ruth Perry
the exponents of crumbling, he ought
! j following footnote:
charter members of the Grange, when rebuilt in a different location, is to
ROCKLAND DEBATERS
’
“The statement in the foregoing ! to crumble
it was organized, March 24, 1902, Mr. be ceremonially opened next summer
' i dispatch to the effect that potlikker j And so the battle rages, with many
and Mrs. Parks Buker, Mr. and Mrs. under the former name )a common
; j is an essence in which corn pone is \ a newspaper and many a celebrity Won 'From South Portland
H. N. Brazier, Mr. and Mrs. Frank place for salubrity on both sides of
' dunked is questioned. As a matter of North and South joining in. On one
SENIORS
H. Ingraham, Mesdames Lizzie E. the Atlantic), “Montpelier,” which
;1 fact, corn pone, so called, that can , point there seems to be unanimity
On Affirmative Side Of
Gregory, Lizzie F. Maloney, Bessie A. is, being interpreted by popular
; be dunked is not genuine corn pone. \ Corn pone and potlikker, however
Myron Sprague
Chain Store Argument
Hewett, Olive M. Sylvester and Miss etymology, the Mountain of Pilate.
; ’ despite the assertion of Governor eaten, are something to write home
Phyllis Snowman
Laura S. Sylvester are still mem
I Long to the contrary.”
1 about. Or rather there is almost
bers. Nine have died, three now live YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rockland tied South Portland Fri
Cynthia Wasgatt
I j When the foregoing statement was unanimity.
out of the State, and the remaining
•: brought to Governor Long's atten- Although most newspapers. North day afternoon in joint debate on the
Richard Stoddard
four, though living In this vicinity
If I had to live my life again I would
; | tion, he sent the following impss- and South, seem to regard the debate question "Resolved that the chain
Israel Snow
have made a rule to read some poetry
are not now members of the order.
j sioned demand for a retraction:
as good clean fun, some are rather stores are a detriment to the Ameri
and listen to some music at least once
Thelma
Blackington
Remarks
are
desired
from
those
of
“In your paper you undertake to [ out of sorts with the wranglers,
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
the charter members who are able td loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Bart Pellicane
question my recipe for potlikker. I Among these is the Virginian-Pilot can public," the affirmative winning
both
here
and
at
South
Portland.
be
present,
Thursday,
there
will
be
a
will stand for your questioning my of Norfolk, to which the discussion is
AULD ROBIN GRAY
Thelma Blackington and Robert
roll call of the present membership
political sagacity and legal capacity, "boloney.” Thus The Pilot:
Hussey, who upheld the affirmative
Seniors previously elected to the and the lecturer would like to have When the sheep are In the fauld. and
but my recipe for potlikker is given
* * * *
kye at hame.
here have the honor of being the first National Honorary Society, and those present respond with a quota And athe
j out from a source that can not be
’ the warld to rest are gane.
From Governor Long to the last team to defeat South •'“ortland in a members of the Rockland High tion. Those who are not able to be The waes o’ my heart fa' In showers frae
questioned. I do not want anybody
mv e'e.
present are requested to write so that
misled in the State of Georgia about expert, the whole pack of potlikker series ot eight debates this year,
While my gudeman lies sound by me.
I this matter, so I demand immediate enthusiasts are striking attitudes. Robert Hussey was voted best speak School Chapter of it are Walter Gay their letters can be read in response
They are taking their stand for un- er with John Moynian of South Port (its president) Alvary Gay, Bernice to their names. Something of the Young Jamie lo'ed me weel. and sought
correction.
me for his bride;
early history of the Grange will be
"Undaunted by the fiery words of ' realities. They are conjuring up a land second. Miss Faith Vensmore Smith and Robert Dunton.
a croun he had naethlng else
told. It is hoped that there may be a But saving
the Stormy Pelican" of the Creole South that is not now, if it ever was. was the other speaker for South
beside:
Deserving
special
mention
in
the
j State The Constitution's Corn Pone They are exhibiting a species of pro Portland and Miss Helen Gould, al above junior list are Fannie Masalin large attendance and it is rumored To make the croun a pund. young Jamie
gaed to sea:
that a birthday cake will be in evi
and Potlikker Editor shot at Gover- fessional Southernism that is part ternate
And the croun and the pund were balth
36-37
2 j nor Long the following burning and parcel of the Old Massa con The arguments were well presented of Lincolnville and Arleen Makinen dence.
for me.
cept of the cis-Potomac civilization. and specific even to the point of pro- of South Thomaston, who have been
An exceptionally good meeting was
■counter-demand:
,
hadna been awa’ a week but only
“Your telegram, filled with indig They are as far from actualities as I ducing actual cans of goods pur- working their way through Rockland held last Thursday night with these He twa.
I
chased
at
rival
stores
to
prove
that
pro tern officers, plus the regulars: When my father brak his arm. and the
nation and potlikker. is not clear. when they dream of goatee colonels.
The Constitution did not question bandanna neckerchiefs and banjos the chain stores do live up to their High School while attaining this high Master, Frank H. Ingraham: over
cow was strown awa';
j claim of saving 13 cents on the honor which is the highest that the seer, Frank A. Richardson; assistant My mother she fell sick,—and my Jamie
your recipe for potlikker. but it underneath Southern moons,
at the sea—
dollar
to
the
consumer.
Besides
this
loyally controverted your assertion 1 The South, it seems impossible for
steward, A. E. Morton; secretary, And auld
school can give.
Robin Gray came a-courtin’
that when potlikker and corn pone , the North to understand, is not any discussion of lower price the negative
Goldie
H.
Munro;
gatekeeper,
Nor

me.
The basis is scholarship, leader
man Crockett; Flora, Louise S. In
are eaten in combination, the latter more given to strange gustatory presented arguments based on the
coudlna work, and my mother
is dunked. The Constitution, which antics than the country as a whole. vast capital resources of the chain ship, service and character. It is graham; lady assistant steward, ( My father
couldna spin;
for more than sixty years has been a It is a land of filling stations, sign 1 stores and the superior skill and ex entirely to the credit of Principal Elizabeth Morton. The program in I toll'd day and night, but their bread
I couldna win:
[ patriotic arbiter of all matters apper boards, radios, electric refrigerators perience of their management.
Blaisdell and his school, that so many cluded readings by Messrs. Richard
Auld Rob maintain'd them balth. and
The affirmative emphasized the
taining to potlikker, corn pone, and standardized breakfast cereals.
wi’ tears in his e’e
of his students have these qualifica son and Ingraham; Irish Family
low
wage
rate
and
the
contrast
in
the
dumplings, fried collards, sweet 'tater It eats from the can just like the
Monologue, Mrs. Minnie Miles; Cur Said, “Jennie, for their sakes. O, marry
me!”
biscuits and 'simmoh beer and North. It absorbs potlikker in about attitude of the managers of the tions.
rent Event, Miss Olive Tolman; Irish
'possum, reiterates its assertion that the same proportion that Park Ave chain stores to the community with
stories', Laforest C. Smith; vocal solo, My heart It said nay; I looked for Jamie
that
of
local
independent
merchants,
corn pone is crumbled into the pot nue drinks coffee from the saucer.
“The last rose of summer,’’ Norman
back:
likker, and not dunked. If the fore But the South—God help it!—is the and the fact that the figures used
Crockett; and singing by the Grange, But the wind lt blew high, and the ship
in
arguments
for
the
chain
stores
lt
was a wrack;
going statement puts the issue as you seat of a strange cult that pretends
with Mrs. Ingraham at the piano.
His ship It was a wrack—W’hy dldna
included data based on co-operative
to
see
the
virtue
in
all
manner
of
understand
it,
and
our
terminology
The
lecturer
had
a
roll
call,
each
Jamie
dee?
Specially selected and specially priced are our Fish
is in agreement, then the battle line dishes which not even the pretenders individually owned stores like the In
member giving the name of his or Or why do I live to cry. Wae’s me!
dependent
Grocers
Association
which
is drawn between these two points, indulge in.
for the Lenten season. You’ll like the quality and the
To have plenty of firm flesh and the her favorite magazine, but the sub My father urged me salr: my mother
If Northerners seeking information is not a chain in the meaning of the
and once more there will be waged
was nearly sidetracked when Mr.
dldna speak
i
term
as
defined
for
the
debate.
Rob

ability
to do a big day’s work and feel ject
low prices, too.
i a fight on a real American issue in want to get at the heart of the ques
Richardson mentioned a magazine But she look'd In my face till my heart
ert
Dunton
and
Alvary
Gay
had
the
“
like
a
two-year-old
”
at
night,
you
was like to break:
tion. they can do it easily enough
negative at South Portland. Un must relish your food and properly di article on Eels, which he had read, They gi'ed him my hand, tho' my heart
Let
them
catch
one
Professional
following
which
he,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
was
In the sea;
FANCY FRESH HALIBUT,
lb 39c
Rockland Automobile Show, April Southerner—any one—and pin him fortunately the decision at both gest it. If you can't eat, can’t sleep, E. Morton, Mrs. Miles, and others Sae auld Robin Gray he was a gudeman
(
places
was
two
to
one
making
the
to
me.
can’t work, just give Tanlac the narrated their experiences in the
I down to this question: When was the
FRESH HADDOCK SPAWN,
lb 19c
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
last time you either dunked or total score a tie so that neither chance to do for you what it has done catching, cooking and eating of eels. I hadna been a wife for a week but only
school
will
have
the
chance
to
parcrumbled corn pone in potlikker? If
for millions.
four.
Most of the patrons were successful
FRESH COD TONGUES & CHEEKS,
lb 19c
mournfu’ as I sat on the stane at
he tells the truth, they will find that . ticipate in the Bates League Debate.
Mrs. Fred Westin, of 387 E. 57th in the pencil and ring stunt which When the
door,
Miss
Olive
Pride
acted
as
chair

he has not done either since he could
St. North, Portland, Ore.,says: “Tan was put on by the lecturer.
lb 18c
FISH STICKS,
I saw my Jamie’s wraith.—for I couldna
man
of
the
debate
and
Shirley
Bar

1 help it.
think it he.
lac
cured
my
stomach
trouble
com

bour was timer The judges were
Till he said. "I’m come hame to marry
FANCY FAT BLOATERS,
2 for 25c
A CLAM FOR SIX
Supt. Frank H. Rowe of Warren, Miss pletely after three years suffering. It
thee.”
Eleanor Seeber of Thomaston and built me up to perfect health, with a
O
salr.
salr did we greet, and muckle did
CODFISH BITS,
3 lbs. 25c
gain of 27 lbs.”
A three-pound sea clam picked up
• * * AT * *
i Lincoln Smith of Bowdoin College.
we say;
on Short Beach by Fred Kemp of We took
Tar.lac
is
wonderful
for
indigestion
but ae kiss, and we tore our
TEMPLE HALL
SLACK SALTED CODFISH,
Ib 15c
away;
— gas pains, nausea, dizziness and Willow road. Nahant, fed a party of I wishselves
that I were dead, but I’m no like
six
at
a
chowder
supper
at
his
home.
headaches.
It
brings
back
lost
appe

SATURDAY
to dee;
EASTPORT POLLOCK,
lb 10c
tite, helps you digest food, and gain The clan was seven inches long. And why was I born to say. Wae’s mei
Opening at 9.00 A. M.
strength and weight. No mineral Kemp was one of many who was on I gang like a ghalst. and I carena to spin:
March 28
drugs; only roots, barks and herbs, the beach gathering a veriety of shell I daurna think on Jamie, for that wad
Woolworth Building
that was being washed in from
be a sin;
nature's own medicines. Less than 2 fish
the ocean as a result of the recent But I’ll do my best a gude wife aye to
•
Vacant Store
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
cents a dose. Get a bottle from your storm. He displayed the 3-pounder
bo.
R. W. TYLER
druggist. Your money back if it in a shop window, had it photo For auld Robin Gray he is kind unto
Auspices R. H. S. Sophomores
ADMISSION 25c AND 50c
me.
36-37 11 >09-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
doesn't help.
graphed and then took it home.
—Lady Annie Lindsay (1750-1825).

1$ ••• .«•
•••
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ROCKLAND’S

Auto Show

|

APRIL 1-4
FIREPROOF GARAGE

|

LENTEN SPECIALS!

Run-Down, Weak,
Nervous ?

DANCE

RUMMAGE SALE

SATURDAY NITE

PERRY’S MARKET

4 RADIO EXPERT

The Courier-Gazette '
THKFE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me.. March 24. 1831.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddte.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 21. 1931, there was printed a total
of 626' copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

But be ye doer£ of the word, and
not hearers only, deceiving your own
selves.—James 1:22.

During the recent visit of the
Prince of Wales to Panama enroute
on his trip to South America, a
Rockland naval officer was one of
the group of players in contact with
the Prince and his party upon the
golf course. This was Commander
D. W. Fuller, who is attached to the
fifteenth naval district at Balboa,
and whose association with the play
ing party gave occasion for assisting
the royal visitor to the extent of
holding his bag of clubs. So far as
The Courier-Gazette is aware, this
is the closest personal contact with
English royalty ever accorded a
Rockland citizen, and local golfers,
in particular the local members of a
certain conversational foursome, will
look forward with keen interest to
Commander Fuller’s next appear
ance upon the Country Club course,
to see if the incident here recorded
in any way affects his future style of
playing.
Portland has a fire whistle that
makes our poor diaphone groan with
envy as Sunday visitors in the Forest
City learned. There were eight box
alarms during the day and evening
in addition to several "stills” so that
few moments passed not marked by
wailing sirens. The most impressive
blaze was in the basement of the
Globe Laundry and was viewed by a
large gallery which registered sadistic
disgust when Chief Sanborn's men
put on the quietus with their custom
ary skill. Hope was revived when
the bellowing whistle sent several of
the red trucks screaming to another
call which proved to be a false alarm.

Semi-final drive for members—re
ports are due at the next Educational
Club meeting. April 3. Much specu
lation exists as to which of the vice
presidents — Clara Spalding, Lilia
Williams. Sara Young, Lilia Clark
or Abbie Richardson—will then be
high line for the winning team,
which will be made honor guests at
the victory supper which closes the
contest. Other recognition will be
extended to the individual team
worker who secures the greatest num
ber of new members or renewals, also
the greatest total collection. One
dollar or more paid Alice Hovey,
treasurer entitles the worker to team
honors.
There is a Speech Readers Club
in Charleston, South Carolina, that
enjoyed a special note of entertain
ment the other day, when it had as
a guest the noted evangelist, Gypsy
Smith, who was conducting meetings
in that city. About 100 were present
at the open meeting of the club, the
rooms were equipped with audiphones
for those who wished to use them,
and the correspondent who sends
this item to The Courier-Gazette
writes that the sermon by Mr. Smith
was greatly enjoyed.

Plans are complete for the an
nual Rockland Automobile Show
which will be held April 1-4 in the
Fireproof Garage. All the standard
cars will be displayed and a few sur
prises are promised. A bigger and
better show than ever is promised
and gifts to the gross value of $800
will be presented including a radio
on Friday night. Among the gifts
will be 400 gallons of gas, 16 free
washes, 16 free greases, 16 oil
changes. 4 years free storage at the
Fireproof and the usual fine array
of accessories.
The Snow Marine Co. is stripping
the hull of the tug Penobscot, which
was beached at Bucksport recently
when she caught fire while towing a
barge up river. The junk thus ob
tained is being brought to this port
on the steam lighter Sophia. It is
possible that an attempt may be
made to float the wrecked craft, but
Capt. John I. Snow stated this morn
ing that no decision has been
reached.

The story of the Citizens' Military
Training Camp was told yesterday
to the Forty Club by James F.
Carver and the boys were so im
pressed that they are to cooperate
with the former mayor in filling
Knox County's quota of 11 boys.
Few members knew the many ad
vantages available at these summer
camps. After some debate it was
voted not to have a play this season.
John W. Anderson of Roxbury.
Mass., formcrlv of Rockland, was cut
about the face with glass when his
glasses were struck by a chisel while
he was working on a truck, and his
left eye was injured. He was rushed
to Forest Hills Hospital and later
taken home. Mr. Anderson has
worked at the Forest Hills Refining
Co. nearly six years. It was his first
accident.

Bad debt losses by retailers on
credit accounts are given as .6 per
cent during the last half of 1930, in
a survey by the Department of Com
merce and the National Credit As
sociation. This compares with .5 per
cent in the last half of 1929 “On the
whole the American people paid
their bills satisfactorily” is the com
ment.
The president of the Knockers'
Club arrived yesterday on spring
schedule and fully equipped for the
season's work. The dictionary de
scribes him thus: “A bird having a
chisel like bill, that pecks holes in
bark in search of insects." Somehow
we wish he didn't get onto the job
quite so early in the morning.
The Rockland Chamber of Com
merce will broadcast the recreational
advantages of this city over Station
WHDH. Boston, beginning Monday.
April 13, and continuing each Mon
day for five weeks. Several of the
local merchants will be associated
with the Chamber in this project.
The silent policeman at the corner
of Main and Linn rock streets, is now
invisible as well as silent, having
been removed to make way for one
of the new mushrixmi lights.
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RESIGNS FROM

A NEWSY LETTER

BUDGET BUREAU

LEONARD’S

50th

Eubertus Clark Tells Us
Fred W. Wight, Ten Years With the Department, Receives
j\botit National City —
High Praise From His Chief
Business Dull, Food Cheap
Fred W. Wight, who was appoint
ed assistant to the director of the
Budget Bureau in Washington 10
years ago, by the late Gen. H. M.
Lord, then at the head of that im
portant department, made known his
retirement yesterday. Director Roop
said:
"I accept your resignation with re
gret and in doing so I wish to add the
expression of my appreciation of your
services which you have rendered
this office to that which has former
ly been expressed by the late General
Lord, the former director.
"Your service has been continuous
since July 1, 1922, and during this
entire period you have been in charge
of the budget work pertaining to the

"ON MY SET”

I was highly entertained Sat
urday night when I accidentally
tuned in upon the Chicago sta
tion WBBM and found the Chi
cago Times spelling contest in
progress. Four syllable words
were being given out, for the most
part, and the way the kids mast
ered 'em was a caution. “Big
Brother's" spellers would have
to go some to beat that outfit.

The Bangor station W.ABI is to
have increased power and range.
Commencing May 1, it is planned
to be on the air 12 broadcasting
hours a day".' Robert D. Smith,
son of Dr. Ashley A. Smith of the
L'niversalist Church, will serve as
chief announcer, and he will be
assisted by a capable corps of as
sistants.
The Vapex program, as pre
sented through WLW Saturday
night was uncommonly good,
especially that Southern medley
on the banjo.
It is possible on an average
British three-tube receiver to
listen to some of the more power
ful American stations, that is
after the Eoropean stations have
closed down, which is usually
about midnight. American sta
tions most frequently heard in
clude WPG. WTIC, WEAF, WLW,
WGN.WGY, WABC.KDKA, WBZ
WIOD. WPG, a 5000-watt sta
tion at Atlantic City, is perhaps
the very best one received, with
WTIC, the 50,000-watt transmit
ter, at Hartford. Conn., a close
second. Most remarkable of all,
perhaps, considering its low power
of only 1000 watts, is the recep
tion of WIOD at Miami Beach,
Fla. American listeners who have
difficulty in receiving Pacific
Coast stations will be somewhat
astonished to learn that KGO is
at times very well received in Eng
land on a three-tube set.
•••
There's no limit to the news
broadcasts we get nowadays. For
instance the intercollegiate aqnalie sports as so graphically given
over WJZ Saturday night.
A
transatlantic
broadcast
scheduled for March 27 will bring
to America an account of the
Grand National Steeplechase,
England’s outstanding turf event
of the year. A word picture of
the race itself will be broadcast
through NBC networks at 9.45 a.
m. Friday.

Launching
an
experiment
unique in the annals of broad
casting, which links the piano in
the home with practical selfhelps in piano playing from the
studio, M. II. Aylesworth, presi
dent of the National Broadcast
ing Company, has set Saturday,
March 28, as the date for the first
demonstration of the new plan.
While the demonstrations will be
fully within the understanding of
younger children, they can also
be followed with interest by
adults, as the detailed charts will
illustrate each step as it is ex-

Main Street
Feed & Seed
STORE
Once more we have moved, t^is
lime to a very desirable location—

500 MAIN STREET
Next to the Baptist Church
We carry our usual complete line
of—

Seeds and Fertilizers
Seed Potatoes

and Plants
in their season
We also have a complete line of

Corn, Meal, Oats and

Feeds

THE PAYSON CO.
Telephone Connection
500 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

36tf

|

took a five-point lead and was never many as 445 persons a day in that
headed. Only in the fourtn period pool—about 250 swimming at once
did the Independents threaten when It is a cement pool S'i feet deep at
they came within one point oi tying °ne end and I1* teet at the other
the score but three baskets in a row I for the litUe kiddies- We use fresh
put the game on ice for the Alumni. water: it runs out one end and comes
In the other two games of the eve back in the other end after going
ning the Rockville A. C. defeated the through a filter and is inspected by
Thomaston A. C. in a very fast game t a ,®tat,e insPector every week.
4 4 4o _ «
°
W
VP fta nit
ihViAitco in
WeP lift
have
clubhouse
in fVi
the Park
44-43. while the Celtics nosed out the
All Stars in the final minute of play for the Boy and Girl Scouts and fcr
i other purposes, and on the east we
12-11. The score:
J have a baseball ground. They have
Rockport Alumni
a ball game almost every Sunday
G
F
afternoon. We have a large place on
E. Crockett, rf........ 3
o
the south side of the Park that we
Nash, If .................... 4
o
just use for auto parking. That used
Collamore, c .............. 6
t)
to be the old ballground, but we
Richards, rg ___
3
o
i moved it to higher ground and made
K. Crockett, lg ......... 0
o
a much better field.
Last night at the foot of my street
32 ' a Ford car ran into a big truck and
Rockland Independents
killed a Mexican, his wife and daughG
F
ter, and another girl was badly hurt.
LaCrosse, rf ........ . 3
0
” ' They had six small children at home.
Pietrosky, If ............ o
2
- That is getting to be such a common
Freeman, c
0
, thing here, someone getting killed
Shepherd, rg
1
all the time, that I think I am lucky
Flanagan, lg .......... 4
4
not to have an automobile. I can
~ , walk to my work in 10 minutes and I
9
25 work every day but Sunday. I like
Referee, Graffam.
to have one day at home as I have
a lot of fruit trees to water in my
WITH THE BOWLERS own yard. I have eight Deach trees,
which have been loaded with blosForty Club No. 3 tightened its grip ; soms for the last month and they
on first place in the City League I are a handsome sight.
last week, but the Federals still con
stitute a menace to its championship
I am raising 30 avocado trees. I
| hopes. Forty Club, 2 or I, appears to 1 don't
that the Knox County
be sitting pretty in the County j folks suppose
know very much about that
i League. Here are the figures:
j kind of fruit as it can be raised in
City League
a few places, but they are ship
Team
W L P.C. P.F. only
Forty Club No. 3 63 32 .663 26.207 ping quite a lot back East now. Four
Federals
60 35 632 26,470 years ago they sold here at $1.25 a
Boiler Makers
56 39 .589 25.880 pound and now they are down to 12
Burpee Furniture 53 37 .589 25.831 cents a pound, and lots of them will
The Pirates
55 40 .579 26.114 weigh a pound. They can be used
Ford Motor Co. 39 46 .459 22.988 in many ways but most people here
Street Railway 21 69 .233 23.802 use them on bread in place of butter.
Rock. Body Shop 23 72 242 26,581 They bear the year round, but it
takes from 9 to 12 months to grow
County League
Team
W L PC. P.F. them. There is good money in them
| Forty Club 2 or 1 69 21 .767 25.789 at 10 cents a pound. They have one
' Dark Horses
64 31 .674 27.215 big seed, and a few years ago these
i Five Aces
49 41 .544 25.595 seeds sold for five cents each, but r.ot
Central Maine
48 47 .505 27.229 now. You have to learn to like
1 Under Dogs
34 46 .425 22.465 avocados, but it is not hard to learn.
i Wholesalers
33 52 .388 23.698 I like them all right, but I had much
' Kickapoo C. G. 31 54 .365 23.419 rather have some of Charles Sr.owL.P.C. Dragons 27 63 .300 24,911 deal's apples.
But what I would like to have now
Mitchell of the Black & Gay team best of all is some of those clams
was in marvelous form at the Star down at Wheeler’s Bay—that is
alleys Friday night, bowling 104, 100, something we don’t get here. I do
123, 111 and 91 in successive strings. not care very much for the fish we
Second man on the list was R. get here—only the dry cod that is
Shields, anchor man of Teel's put up in pound boxes back in
Gloucester, Mass., and shipped out
Cement Wonders. The summary:
Teel's
Cement Wonders—Teel, here. Those little boxes cost us 37
412; Atwood, 475; Hunt, 398; cents a pound, but I get one quite
Hastings, 464; R. Shields, 491; total, often.
Almost everything else here in the
2240.
Black & Gay—Feyler. 416: How eating line is very cheap. The
ard. 475; Pease, 426; F. Black, 466; oranges have been so cheap that it
hardly paid to pick them, but manv
Mitchell, 529; total, 2312.
• • • •
are out of work and are glad to pick
The Federals kept themselves in them for almost nothing. Eggs arc
the league race Friday night when down to 14 cents and the dealers
thev won their match with the Street don't want them at that, as they
Railway. S. Williams tied Rackliff can get them shipped in from the
for high string (108) but had high Middle West for eight cents landed
total by a wide margin. The sum here. A man showed me a letter to
day from his sister in Oregon—she
mary:
Federals—R . Perrv, 247; Higgins, had 1200 bushels of potatoes in her
255; Benner. 297; Rackliff, 295; T. cellar and she could not raise $50
on the lot. Potatoes are very cheap
Perry. 283; total, 1377.
Street Railway—H. Tolman, 254; here and business is very dull.
• • * *
E. Jones, 231: C. Staples, 265: R.
Gregory. 286: S Williams, 318; total,
I see by my Courier-Gazette to
1354.
night that you have had a real
* « • •
March snowstorm in New England,
The All-Stars defeated the Whole and the weather here is like the kind
salers at Carr's Friday night, the you get there in July. I have been
feature of the corftest being Martin's mowing lawns in the Park all win
total, made up of three strings—118. ter, and now I am watering them to
107 and 115. The summary:
keep them from drying up and dying.
All Stars—Welch. 233; Newbert.
Last week I was quite surprised to
306; Martin, 340; Daris, 271; Smalley, have some Knox County friends call
282; total, 1432.
at the Park to see me—Mr. and Mrs.
Wholesalers—Jordan. 261: Glidden, ( Edward Davis, daughter and grand293; McLoon. 271: Chisholm, 273; : son. that used to live at the Head of
French, 297; total, 1395.
j the Bay. I had not seen them for
many years as they moved to MarvLast night at Carr's alleys: Happy, iand 26 years ago. Edward is still
Five 1418. Un-Lucky Five 1416; Forty | there but plans to come here to make
Club No. 1 1427, All Stars 1359.
i his home this year. The daughter
-----------------I has been living in this town for three
Now is the time to have your quilts years but I never knew it until last
and blankets washed. Call The Peo- I week. I was very glad to see them
pie's Laundry, Limerock street. Tel. | Edward Davis is a brother of Elden
170.—adv.
36-tf Davis, who is living in Los Angeles
now. Elden was down here in Na
It is still too early to tell why half tional City two weeks ago but I did
of the Democrats will be mad at their not see him. I understand he plans
candidate next year.—Publishers' to go East on a visit this summer.
Syndicate.
I received a letter from a friend of

t

CONTRIBUTION

TO

THE

AMERICAN

HOME

LEONARD, the Leader in Home

National City, Calif., March 16
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As I have had many of my Knox
County friends ask me to write them
and tell them about the City Park
where I have had charge for the past
three years, I thought I would like
to tell them through your paper, as
i know they all read it and like myself,
___ without The
they cannot get along
| Courier-Gazette. It is lots of com; pany for me to get the home news,
j and so many things that I would
never hear of in any other wav
j _.
. .
., , ,
' These past few months 1 have stlre
j enjoyed reading Harry Daniels' letters from Magic Valley. Texas, and
i also many Florida letters from peoI pie I know.
National City is a small city about
i four and a half miles south of San
Diego, and on the road to Tia Juana
] Mexico. Our Park has 20 acres. We
have many different kinds of trees,
but none like those in New England
We have the public library In the
Through the generosity of j Park, also the fire department, a
Camden merchants the Camdenlarge tennis ground, and a horse
Rockport Lions Club will broad
shoe ground where 40 men can play
cast from WLBZ from 7.15 to 8 ‘ all at once. There are big crowds
tomorrow night, with George W.
playing horseshoe every day, and
Dyer announcin'-. The program
they sure do enjoy it. A lot more
wilt include Billy Dean and his
are sitting around in the sun playing
dance band, vocal selections by
cards, and that is about all there is
William Monroe, Bert Stevenson.
for them to do here to pass away the
Earl Aehorn and Camden's “silver
time. Every day is< about alike the
throated crooner,” and selections
year round.
by Everett Grieve, the club
We have had about nine inches of
pianist. Announcer Dyer says
rain here this'year so far. but that is
that a tribute will be paid to the
only a drop in the bucket to what wr
Rockland club's first and second
need. These long sunny days it sure
quartets, and hopes the members
takes some water to keep the lawn
will be listening.
green. We have just built a large
| stone oven and more tables in the
ROCKPORT'S HAPPY CLOSE
Park, so the visitors can come in and
tv,
o , 2—77 , . ,
cook anything they like. We have a
The Rockport Alumni basketball covering over the tables made of
team closed the season Thursday palm tree limbs and they make a
night by handing the Rockland Inde- nice shade.
pendents a defeat by the score of
32-25. Flashing a very fast offense
L?st year we built a swimming
.« Um jm period
«.»IS2,^a,<Ute.»Sn”«d,“

many independent establishments of
the Government. You have well and
faithfully discharged the obligations
of this assignment and have done so
in such a way as to establish and
maintain the cordial relations which
exist between those establishments
and this office. I feel that you may
well be proud of this achievement.
"I regret the severance of our offi:ial relations and I know that this
feeling is shared by all of our colleagues in this office, to whom you
have endeared yourself. I wish you
the greatest happiness and trust that
our ways may not be entirely separate but that I may have the pleasure
of hearing from you from time to
time."
.... - -----plained by the program director.
Anvone may enroll for both the
N'BC-WEAF
and
N'BC-WJZ
courses by sending his name to
the National Broadcasting Com
pany, 711 5th avenue, New York
City, which will forward the
necessary' charts without charge.

ANNIVERSARY

Refrigeration, announces the . . .

LEONAKD&fo*
CERTIFIED REFRIGERATION... with
the marvelous Leonard CHILLOMETER
Whether you pi an to buy now or later, by all
means examine this exceptional refrigerator.
Surprise yourself to find such
betterments as the Chillometer, that brings rapid,
ng i
controlled freezing of 42 icc
the valued Electric Refrigeration
features—from ample icecubes to
cubes and supplies 20-second
controlled freezing speeds — the
cold response for making
Leonard Electric has already started
frappes, ices, chilled sal
toward Electric Refrigeration
ads, and such goodies—and
Leadership!
the flexible rubber ice cube
grid—and the pure porcelain

inner chamber with rounded corners, "clean as
a china dish" — and the Defroster, that 'tends
to your coil-defrosting at the touch of a switch
—and the Daylight Base—and massive SatinChrome hardware that cannot tarnish — and
the vibrationless, 16-year-tcsted Leonard Elec
tric refrigerating plant pronounced the quiet
est and finest of all by thousands of women!
Sec these wonders. You’ll marvel alhow little
they cost in a Leonard Electric. You’ll buy
this remarkable refrigerator, and you’ll con
gratulate yourself forever I

Convenient Terms, If Desired

■

A

.--2

,-.a

< z

| 361 Main Street

mine who went from here to Mana
tee, Fla., to spend the winter and get
a change of sunshine, but he found
more rain and wind than he did sun
shine and he says he is like Andy—
“regusted."
With best wishes to all the good
people of Knox County—
Eubertus A. Clark

Rockland Automobile Show, April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

Rockland. Mainer

Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
One way Gandhi has it on the rest
Illiteracy is deplorable, but it is not
of us is a bath towel doesn't bag at so bad as being able to read every will be open Saturday nights here
8-tf
the knees.—Macon Telegraph.
thing and believing it all.—San»Dicgo after.—adv.
Union.
“London telephone operators can
be positively angelic when they like,”
It seems to be the consensus of
says a writer. Halo girls.—Passing opinion that a Congressman's place is
Show (London).
in the home.—The New Yorker.

NOTICE TO THOSE WHO ARE

INTENDING TO SELL THEIR FARMS

MUTUAL
INSURANCE

PAYS BETTER
A recent comparison shows
this record of casualty com
panies:—

On Liability Insurance
2.2%
15.4%,

Stock companies lost
Mutuals made

On Property Damage
Stock companies made
1%
Mutuals made
21%

On account of the complaints that the buyers have made lately and
on request of the people living in our community very well known
and popular, highly esteemed citizens, we, the undersigned, have
started to transact farms.
Therefore, if you wish to sell your real estate, let us know about it.
Charles Salo in Union and vicinity or Erick Harjula, Thomaston
and vicinity. We do not ask you to sign any contract.
If you wish recommendations, we refer you to John Williams, Bank
Manager; John Creighton, Storekeeper; or Fred Burkett, Maine
Legislative Member, all living in Union, Maine.
Respectfully,

RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

FINNISH REAL ESTATE AGENCY
CHARLES SALO, Union, Maine, Tel. 3-11
ERICK HARJULA, Thomaston, Maine, Tel. 168-4

36T42

On Collision Insurance
Stock companies lost
.6%
Mutuals made
33.3%

-_ r-re-...-- AIV?G Sign of
(North Nationa 1 B a ri O

Merchants Mutual
Casualty Company

Low cost! Easy terms! A de
pendable good looking car!

OWEN B. AUGSPL'RGER, President

FIRST GREAT

New England Department

18 Oliver St.

Boston, Mass.

Let the Merchants insure your
automobile.
Annual dividends or
savings paid to policyholders since
organization.

Our Policies

Obtainable

Only

Through

PRINCIPLE
The first great principle of success is accumulating

a reserve fund.

It stimulates energy and gives

financial standing—assuring happiness and suc

cess. Open an account now with this Bank.

YOUR LOCAL AGENT

ROBERT COLLINS
AGENT
Tri, 77.

375 Main St.
ROCKLAND

1929 Whippet Sedan
1927 Oakland Coach
1930 Essex Roadster
1929 Oldsmobile Coupe
1927 Whippet Coach
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1926 Studebaker Roadster
1928 Essex Coach
1928 Chevrolet Beachwagon
1925 Maxwell Coach

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
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TALK OF THE TOWN

C. C. Johnston Is at Knox Hospital,
a pneumonia patient.

AIRMEN

WHO

BRAVED STORMS

There will be a social at Owl s

coming neighborhood events

March 25 Rockport- Easter supper at Head Town hall Wednesday evening. What the Existence Of Rockland Airport Has Meant To
BapUst church, auspices Ladles' Circle
______
Aprnh i29CPRo?kiTndd5aysixth AutomoThe American Legion Drum Corps
Penobscot Bay Islands
bile Show at Fireproof Garage.
meets at 7 o’clock tonight at the
April 3 (3 to 9.30 p. m.)—Educational j hall.
Club meeting. Copper Kettle Porch.
,
From time to time the past win Air Corps in 1927, being graduated
April 5—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Bird Day.
The Rockland City Band is to pre- ter, when tempests
__ held the rugged from Kelley Field in February of the

the’h^Tf Xn AnST Haskel^Ocean !

Pa<xe Three

spending the Easter recess with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
1 Lord.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas and
At the meeting of Seaside Chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Jack O'Neil of Bangor Monday evening the degree was con
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. ferred on three candidates.
A. E. Thomas, Washington street.
The Friends-In-Council meet Tues
Harold Hansen has returned home day afternoon with Mrs. Nellie
from the Camden Community Hos Knowlton, Union street.
pital where he has been for a major! Mrs. Joseph L. Brewster enter
operation.
tained the* Monday Club this week
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Hart have re at her home on Chestnut street.
Miss Louise Dyer of Colby College
turned from a trip to New York.
Philadelphia and Washington. D. C. is spending the Easter recess with
Judson Lord of the U. of M., is I her mother Mrs. Ida Dyer.

I
following year. For more than a
| the public has been amazed by the year he flew his own plane in the
feats of heroism performed by the vicinity of Sturgis, Mich. In August,
Albert Robbins has bought the Penobscot Bay airmen in conveying 1929, he entered the employ of the
Rev. G. H. Welch will address the
John
Ham
house
on
South
Main
succor to the citizens of the outer Curtiss-Wright flying services at
Waldoboro Lions tomorrow night.
street and is now occupying it.
most islands whose lives had been Portland. Me., training students and
_____
flying charter trips.
Last week's prizes at Carr’s alleys: | H. W. Fifield, who has been visit imperilled by accident or disease.
With no hospital service available
He was transferred to Rockland in
Rockwell, 146; J. Black, 138; V. Nor ing in Rockland the past week, re
I nearer than 20 or 30 miles, and with April, 1930. and was sent to Aroos
ton and>F. Jacobs tied on 132; Mar turned to Vinalhaven yesterday.
the sea lashed to such fury that took County for training and Charter
tin and Goodwin tied on 127.
neither sail nor steam craft dare work. It was shortly after his re
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Frotton and venture forth, the distressed have turn to this city that he made a
King Lion Nutt announces an Mrs. Raymond Gibson spent the I found deliverance because there were
forced landing in the harbor of North
other surprise program for tomor weekend in Boston and vicinity
air pilots willing to risk their lives in Haven, and was imprisoned in the
row’s meeting. If it is half as good
blindly following a direction set by cabin under water until rescued by
as last week’s it will be O. K’d.
Alderman Ralph P. Conant is at the compass.
fishermen. He has recently emerged
tending the Farm and Home Week
Any of the men attached to the from the hospital suffering no
Residents of the Northend saw a exercises at Orono.
staff of the Rockland Airport would permanent effects from his perilous
full fledged baseball game Sunday.
have responded promptly had there experience.
At times it was difficult to tell
Dr. R. W. Bickford and Donald H. been a call for volunteers, but it has
Pilot Treat is a pioneer in Maine
whether baseballs or snowballs were Fuller are motoring up from Florida remained for Lieut. Gerald Smead aviation circles, and is said to have
being used, for there's still lots of by easy stages and plan to arrive in and pilot Charles Treat to write the been the first in the State to obtain
snow out that way.
this city about Friday.
outstanding epics of the winter sea a transport license, except for serv
son.
ice-trained pilots. His admirers say
The Chamber of Commerce will
Mr. Thurston has moved from the
that he takes off his hat to nobody
When No Boats Venture Out
be glad to have the public make use Ernest Davis house. North Main
They would tell you that it is all when it comes to setting down his
of its directory service. More than street, into the Powers house, Broad
in the day's work; but when Capt. plane in the “two by four clearings
60 cities are listed. Miss Bernier can way.
William H. Wincapaw, cool, alert and which still serve for clearings in
answer lots of questions, right off the
The American Legion boys are fies°urccJul estebhsh’ed the "flying
- - I many Parts of 1116 statebat. Test her knowledge and see.
Even the Gulls Took Refuge
planning another smoker for the sec- I f!e an^ sea base, which have placed
His first machine was an English
so prominently on the New
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church has ond Thurda.v in April. Admission
j England aviation map, even he did 1 plane which he was able to buy for
its quarterly conference tonight, with will be strictly by ticket.
j not foresee that it meant salvation $400 after it had been tossed on its
Rev. A. I. Oliver, the district super
Blue skies, mild weather and a as well as service for the isolated back during a windstorm. It had a
intendent, presiding. The annual
broken fuselage, a few cracked spars
reports will be read, trustees and minimum of March wind has marked islanders.
The office of the Rockland^Airport and many scores of turnbuckles,
stewards elected and standing com spring thus far. This morning the
temperature was 34, clear and wind overlooks the bay, and there is no every one of which had to be turned
mittees appointed.
mistaking the hazard when a before the plane was in a condition
northeast.
no'theast blizzard sets in, complete to fly, according to Treat.
The commercial department of the
An ex-Army flyer gave him in
Through Freeman S. Young's ly blotting from one's vision the
High School ran off 800 programs on
the mimeograph Friday, 200 for the agency C. H. Berry has sold a house low-lying Fox islands, where lie the structions in return for a portion of
debate and 600 for the Bates Glee in West Rockport to Vernon Tolman, prosperous towns of North Haven the passenger-carrying receipts, but
Club concert. There's life in the old and Carroll L. Boardman has bought and Vinalhaven. Beyond these are it was on his own hook, and after
other island towns, Stonington and his instructor had departed, that
"mim” yet, writes our High School the Mills house on Cedar street.
Swan's Island, while even more re Treat made his first solo flight.
correspondent.
are the
Since that day he has carried
Let the People’s Laundry, Limerock mote
, . ..from the
, „ mainland
. ,
The Chamber of Commerce is in street, clean your rugs and carpets. Plantations of Criehaven and Ma- thousands of passengers without
mishap. After losing one of his
36-tf j wnicus.
receipt of a very interesting book Tel. 170.—adv.
____________
i No living things afloat outside of planes at itsimoorings in Bar Har
entitled "Small Store Arrangement.”
Avoid spring housecleaning work, ^e landlocked harbors! Even the bor during a bad storm he became
It is gotten out by the domestic dis
;urdy barges, which long since re- pilot for a flying service in Portland,
tribution department of the U. S. There are many ways the People’s st
placed small craft, have been brought j coming here in June, 1930. He has
Chamber of Commerce, and its price Laundry can help you. Telephone to a safe anchorage.
covered practically all of the central
36-tf
is 25 cents. It will be obtained for 170—adv.
Capt Wincapajv knew the great and northern parts of the State.
any members who wish it.
We have stock and mutual casu risk of facing a 50-mile gale when
On one occasion he experienced so
alty companies to take care of your the swirling snow obstructs the much difficulty in getting out of a
Lenore W. Benner, secretary, an automobile insurance. We have vision, but the telephone had brought harbor where he had landed to take
nounces these new members of the stock and mutual companies to take from some distant island the message on a woman suffering from com
Rockland Chamber of Commerce: care of your fire insurance. We rep- that somebody had been injured in plications in childbirth that he was
John A. Black of John A. Black, Inc., resent five marine companies to take a bad accident; that an emergency held up more than an hour, and had
John Alden of Standard Oil Co. of I care of your yacht and fishing boats operation must be performed on an to fly back and land in the dafk.
New York, J. H. Schellinger of Gulf and builders' risk insurance. Phone appendicitis patient, or that there is On two other occasions a plane took
Refining Co., and Rev. Ggorge H. 675 and representative will call. a complicated case of childbirth off in a no'theaster when even the
Welch of the American Red Cross.
Roberts & Veazie, Inc. M. F. Love which must have immediate hospital seagulls had retreated to land and
joy, Mgr., Masonic Temple.
attention if the mother’s life is to be were huddled together on the flying
Warren folks will be pleased to
36-tf
spared.
'
field.
learn the Warren Taxi will make
In the maintenance of the island
CARD OF THANKS
Three
Lives
Saved
daily trips to Rockland, leaving the
To our many friends who expressed
service land planes as well as am
postoffice at 1.05, daily, except Sun their deep sympathy and love at the
Most pilots have cheated death at phibians have been used. During the
day. One way, 60 cents. Tel. War time of our recent bereavement, we ex one time or another. Smead and months of January and February,
our grateful appreciation.
ren 0-12.—adv.
35-36 I tend
Mrs. Eugene L. Kelley. Clarence L. Treat say that they took no unneces- when amphibians, or seaplanes, were
I Kelley. Dr. and Mrs. L. E. Kelley. Miss sary chances, and that they violated , use(j exclusively, the cold was so
Rockland Automobile Show. April Florence Sanborn.
no Department of Commerce rules; severe that the salt spray froze the
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
yet their timely flights across, the instant it struck the plane, not only
CARD OF THANKS
To all the friends and neighbors who Penobscot Bay were the undoubted weighting it down but obscuring the
Most condensed and comprehen sent flowers or helped in any way In our means by which three lives were pilot’s vision.
•
sive aid to Contract Bridge, by the recent bereavement we extend our saved.
Had To Break off Ice
thanks and appreciation.
best authority, Buxton, 50 cents at heartfelt
Lieut.
Smead
is
a
comparatively
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Gordon, Mr. and
One January day, with the tem
young flyer. He entered the Army
Huston-Tuttle’s.—adv. *
36Mrs. Willard Gordon.
perature 20 degrees below zero, Lieut.
Smead made three attempts to take
off from the harbor with a load of
passengers. So much frozen spray
had accumulated on his boat that
even after leaving one of the pas
sengers behind he could not lift the
plane off the water, and he was
forced to run it out on the ramp and
knock the ice off before he could get
away.
On occasions like this he was often
in the unheated cabin an hour and a
half or two hours, although tjie
actual passage time to the Fox
Islands is only about eight minutes.
The coated windshield presents
another severe handicap for the pilot, S’
as he is obliged to lean out of the
window while taking off, and is
deluged with the spray. Land planes
equipped with skis were finally sub
stituted for amphibians, and frozen
ponds on the islands were used for
landing places.
The common prayer of the New
England coast used to be: "God pity
the sailors on a night like this," but
now when the dwellers of the Penob
scot Bay section hear the droning
of an airplane through the blizzard
they pray for the safety of the man
at the "stick” and the passengers
who rely so implicitly on his pluck
and skill.—Rockland correspondence
In the Boston Bunday Globe.

CAMDEN

Barbara and son Oscar Jr., of Bar
Harbor are spending a week in Cam
den.
Tuesday at the Comique Theatre
the attractions will be, “The Great
Meadow;” Wednesday and Thurscay,
Joan Crawford in ''Paid;'' Frid'.y,
"Renegades;" Saturday.
Edmund
Lowe in "Scotland Yard." Co ning
attractions include Will Rogers in
j “Lightnin’;" Richard Dix in " Jimarron;” Charles Ruggles in ' Charley's
Aunt;’’ Marie Dressier in “Reduc
ing;” Greta Garbo in “Inspiration;”

Constance Bennett in “Sin Takes a
Holiday.”
Tillson Thomas of Colbv College
is spending the Easter recess with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Thomas. He also visited friends in
Somersworth, N. H. before coming
to Camden.
Miss Josephine Wentworth left
Saturday afternoon for Rocheser,
N. H., where she will visit her mother
before going to Boston and New York
to select spring millinery.
Rockland Automobile Show. April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

New Easter Gifts are here. We supply gift card, wrap and send free

for Spring — we sponsor
A BRIMMED HAT of baku with
a gros grain ribbon bow is one ol

the coat with a scarf

the newest of our new models.

In all head sizes ...

s3.98

the coat with
novelty cuffs

the coat with
*
the belted
silhouette

A BAG of tapestry, silk, calf or
antelope In spring shades may
be chosen from our smart collec

tion of new bags

s2.95s4.69

PULL-ON GLOVES of fine wash

able doeskin, come in white, egg
shell, natural and peach

M.S9

Good

Spring
Appetites

CAMDEN

Not only are the Foodstuffs offered by this Store’ noted for their good
ness and wholesomeness, but for the extremely low prices as well.
This is noted in scanning the list below, only a few scores of items pre
sented for this week.
THIS IS SALADA TEA WEEK
AT FOODLAND
Another of Our Famous Offerings
of This Pleasing Tea at

"SALADA"
"Froh from dw Qarimf

FANCY NATIVE
Slack Salted Codfish, lb. 15c
Continued From Last Week
Cloverbloom Butter, lb 33c
California Peaches, can 17c

Vanilla,

2 jugs 25c

Oven Baked Beans, 3 tall
cans,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 50c

Pure Maple Syrup,

qt 79c

Macaroni-Spaghetti, 4
packages for
25c

39c pkg.

NATIVE VEAL IS LOWER
Read Below

lb
Whole Legs,
lb
Whole Fores,
lb
Veal Steak,
Boneless Veal Roast, lb

24c
18c
45c
29c

Small Pig Fresh Hams, lb 19c
Soup Bones,
lb 10c
Pig Liver,
lb 19c
Hamburg Steak, 2 lbs 25c
Home Made Mince Meat,
lb 18c
Salt Pork,
lb 15c

Perry’s Market

News has been received in town of
the death in Philadelphia of Mrs
Charles Claxton, a member of the
summer colony. Mrs. Claxton has1
spent several seasons at Lake Me-1
gunticook.
Indoor baseball is furnishing con-’ J
siderable sport just now. Friday
night the Odd Fellows defeated the
Firemen 4 to 2, home runs being
made by Frank Manning of the
Three-Linkers and L. Poland of the
Red Shirts. The players Were: Odd
Fellows: D. McNeil, E. Blackington.
R. Satterlee, C. Hansen, H. Spear. J.
Leach, H. Bock and F. Manning; b
Firemen, D. Hill, F. Herrick, T.
Thompson, R. Crabtree, B. Hansen, J. ' j
Cote, W. Conant and L. Poland.
Coffee and doughnuts were served
after the game.

Rockland Automobile Show, April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

We sponsor these fashion? because they are outstanding successes. We
sponsor this price because this is a thrifty season. The group includes
many versions of the three types mentioned above .. . fur, silk and self
fabric scarfs . . . cuffs wide at the elbow or wide at the wrist. . . new
ciepey woolens. Skipper blue, black, tan and new high shades. Come
in . . . see for yourself how smart . . . and how thrifty ... the new
coats are!

Visit Our Bargain Basement—Prices on Blankets and Cottons are much lower than ever be
fore. Now is the time to buy foryour summer camps and cottages
ALL WOOL BLANKETS
Solid Colors.

Size 66x80

Size 70x80

Blue, Rose, Green, Orchid, Tan, Peach, Gold

BORN
j SWIFT-At Rockland. March 18. to Mi

and Mrs. Fred J. Swift, a son, William j
Robert.
i RICH—At Jackson. Mich.. March 18. to 1
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd. W. Rich, a son.
Norman Wesley.
MARRIED

DAVIS-GRINDLE—At Port Clyde. March
21. by Rev. John M. Holman, Theodore
M Davis of Port Clyde and Miss Ruth
i M. Grlndle of Stonington.
DIED

HUMPHREYS—At Union. March 22.
John C. Humphreys, aged 62 years. 3
months. 14 days. Burial in Bath.
WOTTON—At East Friendship. March 22.
C. Warren Wotton. aged 72 years. 9
months, 12 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o’clock from the Advent Church,
Friendship.
HILL—At Rockland, March 22. William
A. Hill, aged 73 years. 2 months. 2
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. m
from the Congregational Church.

Blue, Rose, Tan, Green,

Ok hid,

Gold

Special $2.98

$1.79

GOLDEN FLEECE—DOUBLE BLANKETS

2.98

ALL WOOL CAMP BLANKETS
4 lb.—66x80. Special $1.98
3/2 lb.—66x80. Special $1.75
These are excellent for auto robes

ALL WOOL AUTO ROBES

COTTON SHEET BLANKETS

Part Wool. Size 70x80
Prosperity is just around the
corner, but you have to be in the
right lane to make the turn.—Kan
sas City Star.

BEACON—PART WOOL SINGLE BLANKETS

Blue, Tan, Orchid, Gre'en, Gold

Standard size.

Size 54x76

Plaids and Plain Colors
Special 59c

Special $2.98
Regular value would be $4.95

$1.98

UNBLEACHED COTTON
Lockwood A, 12’/2C
Lockwood B, lF/jc
40 in. Unbranded, 11c
40 in. Unbleached Indianhead, 10c

SALE PRICES ON ALL PEQUOTS

Regular I 5c Outing, now 10c

RAYON SPREADS
Size 80x105.

Blue, Rose, Gold

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

THE FEATHERHEADS

Another Slow Start for Felix

By Oaborne

Need Cheerful Mind to
Cure Blood Pressure
------ 1
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HORIZONTAL
1-Covers with the
wings
5-A shore-bird (pi.)
9-Within
10- Feminine name
11- Point of compass
(abbr.)
12- Planted
14-To appoint and
consecrate
16- Worship
17- Foundation
19-One (German)
22-lsthmus, now
Panama
24-Trapped
26-An artistic dance
30-T racks
34- Nothing but
35- Makes ill
36- Fetters
37- An account book
40-Render ineffective

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
17-Brother (abbr.)
43-Three-toed sloth
13-Passageway
14-N. W. State of
20- British province of
U. S. (abbr.)
the Union of
45- Eone (Latin)
S. Africa
46- Hazard
21-Comparative suffix
47- Bakos in an oven
23-Constellation
25- E,ongated fish
VERTICAL
26- A simple popular
song
1- Chopped into small
27- Long Meter (abbr.’
pieces
28- Large lake
2-To strive for
29- Extreme fright
superiority
30- 0ne who cures
3-Terminate
hides
4- To render sorrowful
31- Ascend
5- Bveathes noisily
32- Exists
when asleep
33- Slumbers
6- Country of Asia
3&-Boy's name
(abbr.)
39-A light, two
7- A vegetable
wheeled vehicle
8-Transgressed
41- A gazel of Tibet
13-Comfort
42- Beast of burden
15-Restrain

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

Washington.—The United States
public health service warned per
sons afflicted with high blood pres
sure not to become “high blood
pressure fiends," constantly think
ing. talking and living the disease.
High blood pressure can be re
lieved and effectively cured, the
public health service said, “only If
a cheerful frame of mind Is adopt
ed and frequent estimations of
pressure are shunned." Treatment,
consisting principally of proper
regimen, should be undertaken un
der the advice of a competent
physician,
“The amount of exercise should
be decided upon by the family
doctor," It was advised. “Food Is
a factor In the treatment; hut it is
now believed that a consideration
of the quantity of the food—a re
striction In amount—rather than
quality Is of greater Importance.
The giving of drugs Is usually dis
appointing, but in emergencies they
may be life saving."

Japanese Go for “Icu
Cremu,” or Ice Cream
Tokyo. — Japanese railways have
profited enormously from the hot
test summer In many years. Mil
lions of people have flocked to
beach and mountain resorts, swell
ing passenger receipts to new rec
ord figures. Sales of Ice cream also
have established new records. The
Japanese call the frozen dish "icu
cremu."
Quite So

A hospital authority says he has
evidence that singing aids in con
valescence. No sooner does It be
gin than the patients wish to leave.
—Detroit News.
Cruelty of Fate

ft's hard to make friends If you
are too particular. The kind you
want are here, all right, but they
are particular, too.—San Francisco
Chronicle.

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

WINNIE’S STONE
Little Winnie had a birthday
this month and she had lots of '
birthday presents. But she says
she likes this one bes\ (the one
she is showing to Bobby) because
it is “her stone.” Now if yoji
want to know what stone Winnie
calls her own, take a pencil and
join
all the numbered
dots__ i toJ
.
• , j .
„
gether, starting with dot number
one and ending witli dot number
thirty-six. 'It is in a ring and
Winnie prizes it very much.
“IT PAYS TO—”

A well known economist calls at
tention to the fact that the com
panies making the best showing last
year were those that made libera!
expenditures for advertising.—Wall
Street Journal.

New Machine Will Test
Asphalt for Experts

MOTORIST
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH

Bearings And Oil Consumption
TJie.'r

/iitiui'ite Connection Is Net Generally Realized

MANY MOTORISTS whose engines are pronounced “oil eaters" and
“oil pumpers" jump to the conclusion that ineffective piston-ring action
is the source of these troubles, when such is not the case at all. Seri
ous leakage of oil may be taking place directly from the crankcase or it
may be that the less of oil through tlie exhaust is due to no fault of
piston-rings, but simply because the cylinder walls are so drenched
with an unreasonable amount of oil-splash that no ring equipment could
prevent its excessive escape past the pistonsj The usual cause of over
flooding of cylinder bores with oil is too high a rate of its escape at
the connecting-rod bearings and at the main bearings as well, which
are the sources of oil splash. This is caused by too great clearance
between the shafts and the bearing bushings In which they run—these
clearance spaces being the orifices through which oil is forced by the
pump. Cue reason why this cause of ever-oiling Is often unrecognized
is on account of the general belief that if there is excessive clearance
at the=e bearings they will be mechanically loose and will knock. This
belief is an erroneous one, as there may be undue clearance room for
oil to escape from a bearing, which still holds its journal without any
noticeable play. This condition not infrequently exists in bearings
consisting of an upper and lower bushing, the edges of which have
repeatedly been adjusted closer together by removing shims or by filing.
Alter the bearing halves have so worn as to have required several
"takings up,” they are no longer full semi-circles, and do not come
together as a true circle, but have excessive clearance at and near
the two points where the halves meet, from which oil escapes exorbi
tantly, even though the hearing is tight on Its journal. This condi
tion can he detected by removing the oil-pan and turning the engine
over slowly, while oil, under the usual pressure, is fed into the system
from an external pressure tank. The rate of drip from all bearings
is counted and this is compared with the rate as prescribed by the
manufacturer, to determine which bearings let through too much oil.
CARE OF IDLE BATTERY
J. It. R. asks: What information

HARSH CLUTCH ACTION
L. T. writes: In driving my for-

can you give as regarding the care mer car, I never had any difficulty
of the battery of my 1930
in making a smooth, gradual start,
car dur’ng the winter storage pe but with the 1928 ---------- car,
riod 7
which I am now driving, it always
either starts with a jerk or else
the engine stalls, although I release
the clutch pedal very gently. When
1 feed very little gas. the engine
stallg and if I feed more gas the car
tarts very suddenly.
What is
! wyeng?

Date* in Commerce

More than 1,000 different kinds
of dates are known to the Arabs,
but from 10 to 15 have proved com
mercially profitable in the United
States.

WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey, who
were in Surry fcr several days, have
returned.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Braggar, who
occupied the upper part of the dow
el'. house on Main street, have moved
to Exeter, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell, who
have been guests of Mrs. Lillian
Reed, have returned to North Anson
and opened their home there for the
summer season.
Miss Isabella Stewart, a student at
the Gordon Bible School in Boston,
is ill with measles at the home of her
parents, Rev. and Mrs. Alexander
Stewart.
Dominic Fossa has been in Dan
vers, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris McLean of
Everett, Mass., have been guests of
Mrs. Cora McLain.
Lauriston Little of Gardiner was
I recently in town.
Mrs. Harold Glidden has returned
from Shelburne Falls, Mass.
Mrs. George Boggs and Mrs Lucille
Thomas were in Portland last week.
George Kuhn, who is a student at
the Hill School, Pottsdown, Pa., and
Cedric Kuhn from Phillips-Exeter, in
New Hampshire, are visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kuhn.
A St. Patrick's Day program was
■ carried out after the meeting of
' Good Luck Rebekah Lodge last Tues
day evening. Both the program and
the lunch that followed was in charge
of Miss Gladys Bailey and Mesdames
Grace Kennedy and Lena Benner.
The annual conference of the 4-H
Club leaders was held in the Board
] of Trade room Friday. Robert G.
Foster of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture was the speaker and L.
' H. Shibles, State Club leader and As1 sistant State leader Miss Mildred
Brown discussed State and County
i problems.

HINTS
FOR
THE

Anything but Music

A Cincinnati Judge has ruled that
radio music isn’t noise, which lends
to the conjecture that there’s soiiip
he hasn’t heard yet.—Macon Tele
graph.

The True Partisan

You aren’t a good pnrtisan unless
yon see unqualified evil in any good
thing done by the opposition.—San
Francisco Chronicle.
Can't Compete

Intellect and character, declares
Abe Martin in Farm and Fireside,
cannot combat the widespread ex
ploltation of physical charms.
Historic Venice

The city-of Venice has 650 canals
find 378 bridges. It is built upon
78 Islands.
Defined

Contentment Is about eight parts
laziness.—Atlanta Constitution.
Hard to Tell the Truth

1 know two people who are di
vorced. Recently I met the wife,
and she told me exactly how she
had been treated. Later I met the
husband, and he told me exactly
how he had been treated. 1 have
no doubt whatever that both gross
ly exaggerated; even lied at times
In world history probably no one
has ever told the exact truth about
his marriage, his kin, his religion
~E. W. Howe’s Monthly.

Answer: The main points ire
to keep the battery from freezing!
and to avoid its becoming dis- ‘
charged. All bother and responsi-!
bility can be avoided by taking it j
to a battery service station and1
letting them take care of it until'
it is wanted again. But if you I
prefer to look after it yourself, it,
is only necessary to remove it to
some room which is kept wall
above a freezing temperature and
see that its cells are kept filled I
with water. The gravity of the
liquid in the cells should be tested !
monthly and if it falls below about'
120C the battery should be re-,
charged, as it damages the plates
to leave them long in a nearly dis-1
charged condition.

Answer: This clutch “grabs” or
engages too harshly and it may be
worth while having the fabric lin
ings washed off with kerosene, to
remove the glaze on their surfaces,
which sometimes forms after long
usage, but if this does not remove
the trouble, it is very likely that
you will have to have a new driven
plate installed in the clutch or to
have the present one re-formed, as
grabbing is very often cause<tr by
this plate having become warped
through overheating in service.

_________________________________
cation with her. mother, Mrs. EudaFRIENDSHIP
Morton.
Miss Mary Gay of The Hedges, villa
Norton. Mass., is spending two weeks’ I The Pythian Sisters held their reg
meeting March 17. The enter
vacation with her parents. Mr. and ular
tainment committee invited several
Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
guests for the social hour at the close
The Chester Marshall. Capt. Roy of the business meeting. Games were
Morton, sailed for Boston Monday | enjoyed, refreshments served and
with lobsters.
everybody had a good time. Talk
Charles Wallace has joined the 1 about times getting better. Looks as
crew of the Virginia R in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Simmons if this order was on the gain. There
is a contest on now between the
visited relatives in Bremen recently. Knights
and Sisters. Wonder who
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Files and son of
Portland are visiting Mrs. Lena Davis will win.
Charles Sylvester motored to his
for a few days.
Adrian P. Marchand visited friends home here from Pemaquid for the
weekend.
in Rockland Friday. ’
Theodore Osier of New Harbor is
The G. T. Club was recently enter
tained by Mrs. Walter Wotton and visiting his grandparents, Capt. and
Mrs. Levi Noyes at the home of the Mrs. Josiah Poland.
former. There were several invited
After all, there's a natural affinity,
guests. Games were played and a
hot dog supper served, all of which between Rudy Vallee and grapefruit
were much enjoyed.
—both of them are always in the ■
Miss Irene Morton of Kent's HUI public
eye.—Nashville
Southern
Seminary is spending the spring va- Lumberman.

SetCMSsBtSIM!

Woman I, Different

Style Is merely Imitation. The
man" with originality wears what
he wants to, and not what style
decrees.—Atchison Globe.

For

xLCOWt-Jrtucrn

Remember This

The next best thing to getting
everything you like Is to like every
WEST ROCKPORT
thing you get—Los Angelee Times
Mrs. Bert Andrews w’ho has been ill
During the Civil war a unique
is now out again, but has not so far composition by an unknown author
recovered as to be able to return to was found on a battlefield In South
her duties at the postofflee. Miss Carolina. It was a poem Into which
Doris Tolman is assisting Mrs. An the Lord's prayer was uniquely fit
drews in the home, and the latter’s ted. Being a literary curiosity, and
moffler? Mrs' Ripley “of"*WalpoTe'has because of its worthy and beauti
also been there the past few days
ful sentiment. It was widely cir
The Tuesday Club met last week culated. At one time It was print
with Mrs. Robert Heald. Decorations ed on heavy satin. Many of these
and refreshments in keeping with old satin prints are still In exist
St. Patrick's Day were in evidence. ence. The poem was dated Charles
This week's meeting is with Mrs. ton, S. C., July 4, 1863.—Pathfinder
Magazine.
Henry Keller
ivieniucio
Members ui
of me
the vv
W.C.T.U.
.v/.x.lj. iiuin
from uuo
this
place recentjy attended the March
Patriotiam
meeting of the Camden union which
Patriotism is love of one’s coun
took the form of a Dues Tea. The
Rockport-West
Rockport
branch try! the passion which aims to
united with the Camden people be serve one's country, either in de
coming members of that organiza fending It from Invasion, or pro
tecting Its rights, and maintaining
tion.
Mrs. Geneva Collamore has em Its laws and Institutions In vigor
and purity: It Is the characteristic
ployment in Rockland.
Miss Hazel Parker has returned to of a good citizen, the noblest pas
her duties at Heald’s store for after sion that animates a man in the
noons, following several weeks’ vaca character of a citizen.—Noah Web
ster.
tion.

TEETHING
troubles
FuSSY, fretful .... of course
babies are uncomfortable at teeth
ing time! And mothers are worried
because of the little upsets which
come so suddenly then. But there’s
one sure way to comfort a restless,
teething child. Castoria — made
especially for babies and children!
It’s perfectly harmless, as the
formula on the wrapper tells you.
It’s mild in taste and action. Yet
it rights little upsets with a neverfailing effectiveness.
That’s the beauty of this special
children’s remedy! It may be given
to tiny infants—as often as there
is need. In cases of colic and similar
disturbances, it is invaluable. But
it has every-day uses all mothers
should understand. A coated tongue

TMRtjr hwiioiM

II
I

nmtrOnum Man*1" —
MiixrarNor Nxaconc |

Washington.—A machine that de
teriorates asphalt roofing material
as much in a few days as months
of exposure to the weather is the
latest device used at the bureau of
standards.
It Is used to speed up tests. If
the samples are prepared and ex
posed to the weather, a long time
must elapse before It can be learned
whether or not they wear well.
But with the machine this informa
tion can be obtained quickly.
The device has been used by O.
G. Stricter, research associate of
the Asphalt Shingle and Roofing In
stitute. It consists of three car
bon arc lamps operating at 220 volts
and 13 amperes. Each lamp is sur
rounded by a cylinder with threeinch slots in back of which are
inserted the test panels. The en
tire cylinder is turned by a motor
once in 20 minutes. Vertical wa
ter Jets can be turned on, imitating
light rain, while ordinary lawn
sprinklers, with rotating arms, are
used for vigorous spraying, to sim
ulate hnrd rain. Because of the
heat produced by the lamps the
cylinders are ordinarily kept at a
temperature of 140 degrees, but a
separate refrigerating unit can be
used to cool them. In order to pro
duce the effect of sudden temper
ature changes.
Panels of asphalt coated on
aluminum, similar to those used In
the “weathering" machine, were
exposed to the open air for a long
time, and it was found that the
effects were practically the same.

TENANT’S HARBOR
News has been received of the i
death of Prank Brown of Addison, .
formerly of this place. Mr. Brown ]
was the son of the late Mrs. Susie '
Dwyer. He had many friends here
who learn of his death with much
regret, and who sympathize with the !
surviving relatives who are. besides .
his wife and children, two brother?
Arthur Brown of New York and
Harry Brown of Massachusetts and I
a sister Mrs. Emma Dwyer of Whit- I
man. Mass.
Following Naomi Chapter's stated
meeting last Friday evening, a pleas
ing program suggestive of St. Pat- j
rick's Day was presented and lunch !
was served. Mrs. Harriet Wheeler
and Mrs. Margaret Cant were the !
committee.
Mrs. Elizabeth Pickering Clayter
and infant daughter arrived home
from Knox Hospital last Thursday
Baby Joan is the center of attrac- ■
tion just now. and her parents are
iustlv proud of the newcomer in the ■
family._________________ j

I

Consllpal'W*"U|l*rr2“ I
and ra«—•—7.I. 1

Loss of sttyr

tmc czarMjacu"Xw^gaJ

calls for a few drops to ward off
constipation; so does any suggestion
of bad breath. Whenever older
children don’t eat well, don’t rest
well, or have any little upset, a
more liberal dose of this pure
vegetable preparation is usually all
that’s needed. Genuine Castoria has
Chas. H. Fletcher's signature on the
wrapper. Doctors prescribe it.

From Constipation
“Though about 78 years old I
always remember Dr. True’s
Elixir and the good it did me. I
tell everyone about a severe
sickness which befell me 39
years ago. I paid lots of money
for advice — did everything.
Could not leave my bed. 1 took
first one bottle of

Dr.TruesElfadr
The True Family Laxative
then another, and in a few days
I was able to commence work.
I am now 73, never have consti
pation troubles for I take Dr.
True’s Elixir.”— .!. J. Fiefield,

ASSESSORS' NOTICE
Yarmouthville, Me.
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The subscribers, Assessors of Taxes, Family size $1.20; other size* 60c & 40c.
of the City of Rockland, hereby Rive,
notice to the Inhabitants cf said City
A favorite since 1851
rnd other persons having Taxable Prop- I
ertv within said city, to make and bring)
In" to said Assessors true and perfect j
lists of their polls and all their estates,
real end personal. In writing including I
Money on Hand or at Interest, and'
debts due more than owing, and ait)
property held In trust as Guardian.
REGULAR SAILINGS FOR
Executor. Administrator. Tri,- ee or
otherwise (except as Is by law exempt
from taxation) which they were posses-!
ror of on the first day of April. 1931.)
and to be prepared to Make Oath to tliei
And they ari particularly requested! Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
to notify the Assessors of the names of leaves Rockland for Boston Wednesall persons
of thfry
whom have
they sold
have taxablt
bought: days
.
qnt„rHavs at 9 A M- leaves
or
to whom
ana baiurtta>sat» A. in., ieat»
property since the first day «f April Rockland for Bangor and mtermedi1930.
ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at
And for the purpose of receivin'; said
lists and making transfers of all prop about 5.30 A. M.
erty bought or sold, the undersigned will
be in session at the Assessors' Room, Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
No 7. City Building, from nine to tw«*|vr passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar

BOSTON

W four ’□"clock lnr?S“anfteX.'r°oT eaPh ,»arbor alld,, i"t"media‘e, .J?"*"*!’
flay
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.
WEDNESDAY’.
THURSDAY. FRIDAY, for Brooklin and intermediate land-

Special
Executors', Adinii.r»" Mondays and Thursdays at
trators. Trustees or Guardians
7.30 A. M.
The statute provides that you must t
bring in to the Board of Assessors a truer •
and perfect list of all taxable pronerty
■K I
in your possession to date of April 1.
1
1931, otherwise it will be taxed .is the
statute provides, and any personal ex
c / n n »»» c L »’ n I «
n •
amination of property by the Assessors . o I C tt fit S II I U I I li t S
will not be considered as a waiver of ,
neglect of any person in bringing in true
and perfect list as required bv la v.
-------------------------------------------------------Any person who neglects to comply J VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
with this notice will be doomed to a tax r
STEAMBOAT CO.
according to the laws of the State and
be barred of the right to make application
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
either to the Assessors or County Com
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
missioners for any abatement of taxe
A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
unless such person offer such list with Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rockhis application and satisfies the assessors land about 9.30.
that he was unable to offer it at the
Return Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
time appointed.
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30. Ston- |
Chairman.
Ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s <
M. M. DAGGETT.
Island about 6 00 P. M.
L. A. THURSTON,
B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
H. W KEEP.
143-tf
Assessors of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine. March 2. 1931.
27-T«*9
AMERICAN CENTRA! INSURANCE CO.
$100,000 Pours From
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Stocks and Bonds ................. $6 925,084 40
Pockets of Prisoner Cash in Office and Bank ...... 151.100 G9
Large or Small Lots
’ Balances ................... 613.444 42
Los Angeles.—Out ot the pockets Agents
Bills Receivable ........................
93.30407
CALLED FOR
of William W. Spencer detectives Interest and Rents ...................
81,74710
We are in Wulduboro the first two
All
other
Assets
.......................
26,246
87
dug a fortune of $100,000 when the.v
days of each week and all week of
arrested him in a hotel room with
Gross Assets ...................... $7,890,927 55
March 23-28.
a youthful marathon dancer.
Deduct items not admitted. ..
36,235 63

m
EASTERN

POULTRY WANTED

Spencer, wealthy and retired
business man of Minneapolis, was
arrested on statutory charges filed
by his wife.
Information from Indianapolis
stated Spencer deserted his wife
and child there February, 1029. He
came to Los Angeles and sev
eral months ago he met Miss Jerry
Price, marathon dancer, at an
Ocean Park dance hall.
Later, according to police In
formation. Miss Price, accompanied
Spencer on a trip to Minneapolis
and back to Los Angelos. A tele
graphic warrant arrived, demand
ing his arrest.
Spencer and the girl were traced
to a downtown hotel. Entering the
room, detectives found the pair to
gether, and as they searched Spen
cer the fortune poured from his
pockets In cash, negotiable papers
and Jewelry.

Turkish Women Freed,
Rush to Divorce Courts
Istanbul.—Emancipation of wom
en in Turkey lias given them one
right formerly held only by men,
which they have not hesitated to
exercise—that of instituting and
obtaining divorce.
Divorce suits have increased and
a lange number of tllem have been
brought by the wife. An average
of 25 suits are being brought daily.
Apparently there is no motive
other than the desire to be free of
the marital bond in most cases,
for only 15 per cent are sucessful.
The Turkish law on marriage
and divorce is now sold In penny
booklets on the street.
Formerly, only the husband had
the right of repudiating his mate.
Now the wife takes the initiative
and, for good measure, demands al
imony.

Chinese Slayer May Yet
Escape Death in Chair

Admitted ............................$7 854.091 92
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $410,060 86
Unearned Premiums ............. 3.432.373 01
All other Liabilities .............. 333 325 41
Cash Capital ...... -.......... 1 ooo.ooo 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2 678.932 65
Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,854,691 92
EDWARD W BERRY. Agent
40 Broad Street
Rockland Maine
36-T-42
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Mortgage Loans ..................... S20.0C0 00
Collateral Loans ..................... 223 450 85
Stocks and Bonds .................. 1.014 022 43
Cash In Offlcp and Bank
29.231 84
Agents' Balances ..................
18 804 82
Interest and Rents ....... .
5.445 83

Gross Assets ..... __ ............ $1,310,955 77

Admitted ............... ................ $1.310 955
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930 ■
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $11,097
Unearned Premiums ............. 260.271
All other Liabilities ............
50.511
Surplus over all Liabilities
989 075

77
65
58
10
44

Total Liabilities and Surplus $1 310 355 77
36-T-42
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY
Boston, Mass.
ASSETS DiX. 31. 1930
$116,665 74
Cash in Office and Bank
4.544 24*
Agents’ Balances ..........
1.537 97
Bills Receivable ...........
2.935 60
Interest Accrued on Bonds ....
1.606 99
All other Assets ...........
9251 26

$136,541 80
Deduct items not admitted
6.037 97

Net Unpaid Losses ......
Unearned Premiums ...
All other Liabilities ...
Cash ’Capital .................
Surplus over all Liabilities....

$130,503
1930
$6 341
11.209
3.497
100 000
9.455

83

53
25
37
00
68

$130 503 83
33-T •39
FITCHBURG MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Fitchburg, Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
$130,000 00
588.616 70
Cash in Office and Bank
21 282 81
Agents’ Balances ...........
70.796 14
Interest and Rents .......
11.826 63
All other Assets .............
3.150 45*

Deduct items not admitted

$825,672 73
694 96

$824,977
1930
$47 936
424.846
All other Liabilities .............
18.774
Surplus over all Liabilities
333 420

77

Tel. Waldoboro 39
MEDOMAK HOUSE

Mass. Live Poultry Co.
27-39

Why suffer terturss from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cents

Mtf

POULTRY MEN
ATTENTION!
•
We Want Your

LIVE POULTRY

»

And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COIIEN BROS.

Care CHARLES McKELLAR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf

hsihaiuhmci
► EMBALMING -4
MOTOR AMBULANCf
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

83
Santa Fe, N. M.—Woo Dak San,
28
diminutive Chinese slayer, yet may
11
55
BURPEE’S
escape the electric chair.
Woo has been expecting to die Total Liabilities and Surplus $824,977 77
ROCKLAND, ME.
either by hanging or electrification
33-T-39
since 1925. Time after time the
state Supreme court has Inter
vened.
DR. MARY E. REUTER
Woo was scheduled to die No
Osteopathic Physician
vember 14. A writ of error by the
Graduate American School of
Supreme court automatically stayed
Osteopathy
execution—for at least five months.
When told of the latest stay Woo
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 1233
smiled. Woo gained International
28tr
publicity when scientists consid
ered proposing they use him as a
subject for trachoma experiments.

sar
Ab.'pW

Mr. Fiefield Saved

SIMON K. HART
Two Ashlands in U. S.
MONUMENTS
Have Same Population 53 Pleasant St Tel. 911-M Rockland
Ashland, Pa.—Out on the Pacific
coast was found a twin of this an
thracite town.
A twin not alone in name hut
also in population to the exact fig
ure, as recorded by the 1930 census.
Ashland. Ore., was reported In
the census to have a population of
7,164. Ashland, Pa.. In the same
census, was given the same num
ber of inhabitants.
One other town In the United
States was recorded as having a
population of 7,164. That was
Wheaton, Ill.
Air Milettone Erected

Karachi, India. — A milestone
erected here carries a nutation,
“London—4,093 miles by air.”

30Ttf

Backache
Leg Pains

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician

35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

TO LET

Fine Suite of Offices, newly painted,
papered and thoroughly cleansed,
ceilings whitened and floors refinished.
Over Huston-Tuttle Book Co. Terms
Tf Getting Up Nights, Backache, very reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 45
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv* Middle Street. Tel. 1185-W
22tf
ousness, or Burning, due to function

al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
nnd discouraged, try the Cystex TeoL
DR- ETHEL CRIE
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
Osteopathic
Physician
thousands for rapid and positive ac
THOMASTON
tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro MAIN STREET,
nounced Siss-tex) today, under tho
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly i Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00
allay these conditions, Improve lestEvery Saturday Morning
ful sleep nnd energy, ur xruuey baclfa
Only 60c at
23-tf
C. II. Moor & Co., Rockland

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 24, 1931

Every-Other-Da}

ROCKPORT
Miss Minnie Crozier returned Fri
day from Boston, having accompa
nied to that city the body of Dr.
Joseph F Norwood for cremation.
The ashes will be placed in the fami
ly lot in Mountain Street cemetery.
Camden.
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes who has been
confined to her home the past few
days lrom illness is now able to be
out again.
Parker Colby, five-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colby, Beau
champ avenue, is in quite a serious
condition and is at Knox Hospital,
as a result of a fall received Thurs
day while at play near the former
Adelaide Morrill house now owned
by Mrs. Edward Bok. So far as can
be learned he was hanging to the
flag ha'.yard when it broke, letting
him to the ground with considerable
force. His father, working on an
adjoining building, was notified and
immediately rushed the lad home,
where he remained until Saturday
when the physician advised removal
to the hospital X-rays revealed a
crack on the skull and a clot of
b'.ood on the brain. The little fel
low will be obliged to remain there
for several days and Mrs. Colby will
also stay to be near him.
Mrs. Georgia Snow went to Bos
ton Wednesday for a few days' visit
with her son Clarence Snow.
Students home for the Easter va
cation are William Ingraham, Del
mont Ballard, Emil Erickson, from
University of Maine; Lloyd Rhodes,
Maynard Graffam, Eastern State
Normal, Castine.
Mr. and Mrs. William Murray and
children and George Wainwright of
North Reading, Mass., are visiting
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
C. Deane.
Ross Spear, principal of East

Corinth Academy, is spending the
UNION
Easter vacation with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. L. True Spear.
County Agent Ralph Wentworth
Ralph Wilson was an overnight was present at the meeting of the
guest Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seven Tree 4-H Club here and gave
Deane enroute from Boston to his an interesting talk with slides on
home at Tenant's Harbor.
“Insects and Pests of Garden Vege
The banner meeting of the Twen tables.” There were seven members
tieth Century Club took place Friday present and all enjoyed the session.
at the home of Mrs. Blanche Stew The subject of the next meeting will
ard, 24 being present. The members be a judging contest held at the home
of the executive committee, Mrs. of John Burns, April 3.
Elizabeth Spear, Mrs. Nina Carroll,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Marks of Bath
Mrs. Steward, were the hostesses for spent
last weekend with Mr. and
the afternoon. Papers were given as Mrs. Walter
Ayer.
follows: "India," Mrs. Steward;
There will be another card party
"Syria,” Mrs. Spear. Sandwiches
cake and tea were served by the at Masonic dining room next Friday
committee assisted by Mrs. Louise evening.
Holbrook. The last meeting of the George Cameron, Clifton Meservey
club year will be held at the home and Martha Gordon attended the allof the president Mrs. Minetta Paul day meeting of the 4-H Club leaders
|
next Friday and will be the regular held in Waldoboro last Friday.
yearly business meeting at which
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes gave a
time, reports will be given and of bridge party at their home Friday
ficers elected for the ensuing year. evening.
The Nitsumsosum Club was en
Mrs. Muriel Hallowell who attends!
tertained Monday evening at the Simmons College is spending her va
home of Mrs. Guy Annis, Simonton. cation with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Charles Berry is quite ill at his Bowes.
home on Mechanic street.
Mrs. William Pevear who was called j
Mrs Georgia Smith of Vinalhaven here by the illness and death of her '
who is spending several weeks with brother, Daniel Glidden of Jefferson,
her daughter in Camden was Sunday has returned to her home in Water- ;
guest of her sister Mrs. Effie L. Sal town, Mass.
isbury.
Thg home of Mr. and Mrs Alfred
Mrs. Mabel H. Withee and Mrs. Hawes was the scene of a delightful I
Inez Crosby motored to Augusta occasion Friday evening when they |
Sunday to spend the day with Mr. entertained at three tables of bridge i
and Mrs. Bertram Gardner.
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Ella Wentworth of Searsmont and Hagar of Bingham who are visiting i
Boston and Mrs. Byantha Brown of in town. Scores were won by Mrs. j
Thomaston are at the home of Mr. Hagar and Mrs. Creamer and by Dr.
and Mrs. O. P. Jackson for an in Stephenson and Mr. Pinkham. De
definite stay. It is a happy reunion licious refreshments were served by
of old friends, Mrs. Wentworth and the hostess. Guests present were
Mrs. Brown not having seen each Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Creamer, Mr.
other for 44 years.
and Mrs. Ray Pinkham Mr. and Mrs.’
A public Easter supper will be served Clarence Leonard, Dr. and Mrs. M.
Wednesday at the Baptist Church C. Stephenson, Mr. and Mrs. William
under the auspices of the Ladies’ C. Gleason, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Hagar.
Sewing Circle from 5 to 7.
Mrs. Myron Parker returned to her
The ladies’ aid held a meeting in
home at Searsport Sunday after the'- vestry Friday. Arrangements
spending a week with her daughter were made to have a food sale next
Saturday at the Moody store.
Mrs. Frank Ryder.
Mrs. Josephine Bessey very pleas
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
will again broadcast next Wednesday antly entertained the K. T. Class of
evening over station WLBZ, Bangor, the Sunday school at her home
at 7.30. Earle Achorn, one of the I Thursday afternoon of last week.
soloists will sing. "Camden by the I A Sunday school attendance of
Sea," and A. Burton Stevenson will 122, the largest in several years, was
the record for last Sunday. Mr.
also be heard on the program.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will Moody is working hard to make the
hold an all-day session Wednesday school a success.
I Mrs. Muriel Hallowell and Mrs.
at the vestry.
Wednesday evening the Johnson Constance Douglas are visiting their
Society will meet at the home of father Herbert Bowes.
I Harry Burns is home from Kent’s
Mrs. Hildred Rider.
Mrs. Effie L. Veazie was hostess to Hill for the Easter vacation.
Mrs. Frank Grinnell is in Massa
the Saturday Night Club last week
chusetts called there bj’ the illness
at her home on Central street.
of her aunt.
• * * *
The piano pupils of Mrs. Z. D.
Hartshorn held a recital at her
studio in Rockport Saturday morn
ing. An interesting and varied pro
gram was given by the young pupils,
showing much progress in their
work. Mrs. Hartshorn, who has
been in Rockport since the first of
September, taught music' for many
years in Belfast where she had a
large class in piano, pipe organ and
harmony and was organist of the
First Church. The program:

Another reason, aside the purely
sentimental, that we don’t get rid of
our old car is that we hate to throw
so many dependent garage mechanics
out of work.—Ohio State Journal.

Rockland Automobile Show. April
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40

SOUTH WARREN

QUIET? You’d never know you had
a

A

STRAIGHT

EIGHT/
ENGINE
Exceptional new swift

ness, smoothness and
power are added to
Buick’s famous de

pendability and long

life by this new Valve-

in-Head Straight Eight
engine,

1O2£
and up—f.o.b. Flint, Mich.
Owing to their popularity, the pres
ent models of 1931 Buick Straight
Eights will be continued through
out the coming summer and fall.

ISLE AU HAUT

Llewellyn Rich, Walter Rich and
Gardner Jameson spent several days
last week in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Chapin. Mr
and Mrs. Carol Chapin and son Gor
don, who have been spending the
winter in Stonington, expect to re
turn home this week.
A telegram has been received from
51 PARK STREET
TEL. 238 Jackson, Mich., announcing the ar
rival of a son, Norman Wesley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Rich.
ROCKLAND, ME.
J. K. Barter is spending the week
end in Rockland.
Noyes McDonald and Maurice
Barter made a trip to Oceanville Fri
day, taking clams to the factory.
Amy Louise, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Cousins celebrated her
11th birthday anniversary with a
merry party at the home of her par
ents Friday afternoon. Those pres
ent were Hazel and Barbara Coombs,
Doris and Cecil Barter, Ruth Rich,
Stanley Dodge, Dorothy and Priscilla
Robinson, Carla, Helen and Barbara
Smith, Mrs. Hattie Bridges, Mrs.
Isabel McDonald and Mrs, Mineola
Rich. Ice cream and cake were
served. Miss Amy received many
pretty gifts.

Lewiston Buick Co.

the eight as

lTion W]

SPECIALS WEEK OF MARCH S3

UaRGE

Armour’s
aixedalavor

Star

ham

size

223
RALSTON
It Flnnts

23
WATER GLASS
Large
___________ Can

■____________

SPLENDID BRAND

can bring delight to every

SUNSHINE

i
within reach of every purse.
The Fixed Flavor label and U. 5. Inspection
are twin guarantees of Star Ham perfection

During the past year, praise has been
coming from all over the country for
Fixed Flavor Star Ham. Armour and
Company have proved that their exacting
methods of selection, cure-and-smoke
in»
sure uniform tenderness and flavor such
as no other ham has. The exclusive proc
ess of heat-and-smoke control is as
accurate as your own regulation of baking
temperatures.
Buy a whole or half Fixed Flavor Star
Ham. Its price will delight you. You can
serve it in delicious, different ways for as
low as 10c a meal for each person. Deal
ers everywhere sell Fixed Flavor Star Ham.

TUNE-IN ON THE ARMOVK RADIO HOUR EVERY FRIDAY AT 9.30 P. M.

COFFEE
SPECIAL
Lb.

X7‘

ZO MULE TEAM

Its new and famous goodness

taste because the price is

NATION-WIDE

Per Package

VANILLA
2 25

BUICK
builds it

Frigidaire
in the house!

Interesting Union Service

There was a large attendance Sun
day evening at the union service at
the Methodist Church, Rev. A. I.
Oliver district superintendent, being
the speaker. He was assisted by the
local pastors, Rev. F. F. Fowle and
Rev. George F. Currier. The music
consisted of vocal solo, “I’ll Go
Where You Want Me to Go,’ by
Earle Achorn; instrumental trio,
"Calvary,”
Earle Achorn,
Vere
Crockett, Keith Crockett; instru
mental solo. "The Old Rugged Cross,”
Vere Crockett; also two anthems by
the adult choir and men's quartet.
Mr. Oliver's address on the "Possi
bilities of Life," was highly interest
ing and an inspiration to old and
young alike.
Following this service the fourth
quarterly conference wa» held. Re
ports from the different depart
ments were read which were very
gratifying. A unanimous invitation
was extended the pastor, Mr. Fowle,
to return for another year. One
statement made by Mr. Oliver at this
session may be of interest to all
readers. It was to the effect that in
Boston several merchants conceived
the idea of banding together and
purchasing a certain amount of
radium to be used in the treatment
of diseases. Two grams were pro
cured for which they paid $125,000
and the New England Deaconess
Hospital of Boston was chosen for
the distribution of this product.
They figure that quantity of radium
is sufficient to last 1700 years even
though used constantly.

with Mr. and Mrs. James Morse
Thursday evening, with 18 present.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert and Rev. L.
E. Watson were recent supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Wentworth.

Mrs. Amanda Grafton suffered an
Mr and Mrs. Robert Perry were in
ill turn last Tuesday and Dr. Camp Rockland recently.
bell was called. Her condition is now
Rev. Louis E. Watson was recently
somewhat improved.
in Madison for a visit with relatives.
Jack Dempsey's wife thinks that
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey at
Mrs. Ethel Moody and Miss Lucy
he may enter politics. We're afraid,
tended an evening company Friday Moody recently visited high school.
By NELLIE MAXWELL
however, that his wind is not what it
at the home of Fred Fernald In
Mrs. Nina Hart has been in Gakused to be.—Judge.
Thomaston.
The
hill
leading
to
the
State
farm
A child ahould have a pocket—
was opened to travel Friday by the
Supposing on the road
1-216
He runs acroes a beetle
shovelers after being impassable since
Or a lizard, or a toad?
the last big storm.
However will be carry them,
A harvest feast and birthday sup
Whatever will he do.
per were combined last Thursday
If he hasn't got a pocket
To put them Into?
evening at the Grange. Those whose
—Susan Adger Williams.
birthday anniversaries came in March
—- . ,
were Sarah Foster, Esther Newbert,
Tasty Foods
Eva Perry and William Smith, Jr.
GOOD baited ham that Is rich
A surprise party was given Mr. and
In eolor, Juicy and tender, is a (Mrs. Leslie Copeland Monday evemain dish which is extremely pop' ning of last week, it being the anni
ular.
versary of Mrs. Copeland's birthday.
Baked Ham.—Soak the ham In Twelve friends arrived laden with a
cold water overnight. Pour off this large birthday cake, and ice cream
water and cover with water to and confectionery were also served.
which has been added two cupfuls
Relatives and friends of the late
of sugar and three-fourths of a Harris Copeland attended the funeral
Practically noiseless and less frequent motor operation
cupful of vinegar to a twelve-pound services Thursday at his residence on
ham. Simmer gently until well the West Meadow road. When a boy
is one of the many very real advantages of Frigidaire
done, which will require twenty-five
Advanced Refrigeration. There are many others. We
minutes to the pound, counting the he attended the schools in this place
invite you to come into our showroom and learn all
time after the water simmers. Do and was a general favorite. Oi won
not boll, as that toughens the meat derful physique and keen business
about them.
★
*
*
Let the ham cool in its own liquor. mind his early life promised great
This adds to the moisture as well success until illness caused him to
THE
NEW
ALL
WHITE
PORCELAIN-ON-SUEl
FRIGIDAIRES
ARE SOLO WITH
as flavor. When cold skin the ham, give up all active work, but he re
rub with brown sugar and dry mus tained his cheerful disposition and
1 year service GUARANTEE ''
tard and stick with cloves. Put into bore his sufferings uncomplainingly.
It is regrettable that such a life
a hot oven to brown nicely.
Apples Stuffed With Sausage.— should be cut short by so much suf
Lime City Sales, Inc.. 503 Main Street,
Rockland. Maine. Tel. Rockland 967
This makes a nice luncheon dish. fering. Sincere sympathy is felt for
Terms wifi be arranged
Camden 2007
Damariscotta 105-4
Wash six good-sized apples—the the family, as this is the first death
to suit the purchaser
tart kind—scoop out the apple, leav among the seven children.
Associate Dealers—
ing a thick wall, taking all the ap
Stahls Radio Shop, Waldoboro Maine
Gordon & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills. Me.
ple possible. Chop the apple, mix
A .T. Norwood & Sons, Warren, Maine
ROUND POND
H. I.. Bossa Stores, Friendship. Maine
with sausage meat, refill the apples,
C. E. Mariner, Camden, Maine
S. F. Prentice, Bristol Mills, Maine
then bake until they are well done.
Ernest Rawley, Tenant’s Harbor
Kelsey Garage, South Bristol, Maine
Mrs. Mary Thompson has arrived
This is a nice winter breakfast dish. home after spending the winter in
Stuffed Pork Tenderloin.—Slit Brooklyn, N. Y.
the tenderloin the entire length.
Fred A. Grow, Deputy U. S. Mar
Brush the meat with salt, pepper,
and a cut clove of garlic. In the shal of Seattle, Wash., has been in
cavity place parboiled carrot and town for a few days, guest of Mrs.
ROCKLAND DIVISION
celery of equal amounts.
Wrap Martha Prentice and Mr. and Mrs.
up and skewer or tie. Place in a Emery Richards.
Miss Sarah Brightman is in Port
baking dish to roast with layers of
sliced onions and apples. Baste land for a few weeks' visit.
during the roasting and serve the
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Leeman and
onions and apples around the meat Mr. and Mrs. Emery Leeman re
Luncheon Croquettes.—Take one turned home last week after a winter
cupful of chopped cooked beef, one spent in other states.
cupful of canned corn, ons-half cup
Mrs. Jennie Leland and son Vernard
ful of bread crumbs, one beaten egg
and a little cream, If more moisture who went to Portland a few weeks
is needed. Make into croquettes ago, have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice and
after seasoning well, roll In crumbs
in egg, then crumbs and fty in deep two sons of Portland were in town
over the weekend.
fat.
Cream cheese softened with
cream to the consistency for spread
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ing to which a dozen of chopped
candied cherries are added, makes
Rev Mr. Timberlake will hold
most luscious sandwich filling.
services in the local church Thurs
I®
(®, 1930. Western Newspaper Union.)
day evening and a good attendance
is desired.
Astor McLain of Bremen was at
The marines are to be withdrawn
from Nicaragua, General Butler hav Clarence Lee’s Monday.
Miss Frances Oliver of Lewiston
ing proved that a [marine can furnish
us more excitement here than abroad. was a visitor Sunday at the home of
Grethel and Barbara Pitcher.
—San Diego Union.

IVORY SOAP

• • • •

. . . with
Valve-in-Head

iand visiting her daughter Mrs.
Olivia Luce and family.
The Willing Workers provided a
dinner at the Grange hall town meet
ing day, from which they cleared $36.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry are in
Belfast where they will visit Mrs.
Perry's father and grandfather for
two weeks.
Prayer and praise service was held

APPLETON RIDGE

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

.\o'S FIXED .‘-'Ml
^WERSARY

The Juggler (two pianos I .......... Lysberg
First piano. Barbara Belyea; second
piano. Mrs. Hartshorn
A Dialogue ...................................... Presser
Eleanor Porter
Chasing the Squirrels ............... Williams
True Spear
The Charming Shepherdess ...... Mathews
Leneda Fowle
Birthday March ..................... Schumann
Joan Bird. Dorothy Lord
Minuet .................................... Paderewski
Barbara Belyea
Gipsy Rondo .................................. Haydn
Dorothy Lord
Phantoms Passing By ............. Williams
Maxine Brown
Waltz ................................... Tschatkowsky
Joan Bird
Through the Meadows ......... Spaulding
Joan Bird. Barbara Belyea. Dorothy Lord
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RAISIN FRUIT

28

Borax
at

14*

OWL’SHEAD

Dandelion Greens
LARGE CAN

California Peaches
LARGE CAN

17

BROOK’S

Golden Bantam Corn
2

Cans

BIRD’S
String Beans
No. 2 Cans

WHEATIES HOFFECKER’S

J Pkgs. Z5C

TOMATOES
No. 2 Cans

BUDDIE PEAS STAR SOAP

2Cans Z5C

6Bars 25c

WARREN

THOMASTON

Willey of Thomaston spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. George Walker.
Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroj’ Smith, is ill.
• • « •
A Miscellaneous Shower
Miss Marian Oxton was taken
unawares Friday evening when she
attended what she thought was to be
the regular meeting of the Girls'
Club of the Congregational Church,
at the home of Mrs. Harlow Brown.
As she entered, the room was in
darkness and the girls surprisingly
silent. When the lights were finally
turned on she was led to a small
table upon which was an open silk
umbrella, gaily decorated with
colored hearts attached to crepe
streamers. Upon looking at one of
the hearts it was found to bear a
number which coincided with a num
bered poem held by one of the other
members of the club. Concealed in
the wording of the poem were in
structions for finding gifts previously
hidden. Miss Oxton was kept busy
for a time, hunting up these pack
ages and opening them, discovering
some very useful presents from the
girls. Games particularly suited for
the occasion followed and refresh
ments of candy, peanuts, cookies and
hot chocolate were served.

In Everybody’s Column

+
The small chemical was called out
4> Saturday evening to a chimney fire
* at the home of Alvah Simmons.
4) The Congregational ladies' circle
THI
fIMEST
PERFORMING
SIX
HUDSON
EVER
BUILT
will entertain the Boys' and Girls'
[ Clubs at a 6 o'clock supper Thursday,
; to be followed by a social.
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett
and family spent Sunday in Rock
land with Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Ginn.
Albert MacPhail and Clifford
I Pearl were in Belfast Saturday.
Misg Beulah gtarrett arrive(, from
(By F. V. P.)
i the University of Maine Friday and
The rapid approach of spring | will spend the ten-day vacation with
flying has necessitated adding more her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
hands to the hangar crew. Aaron- Starrett.
son of Rockland has been with us , Chester Reed and family are in
before.
' Waldoboro until the chimney of the
• » » •
I house where they were living here is
John Phillips dropped in Monday rebuilt. Charles Saunders is doing
evening, just before dark in - the work on the chimney.
Krimble's plane, with Alton Jewett I Mrs. Albert MacPhail who has
doing the flying. There was trouble ' been with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
with the lubricating system and John \ Eugene Calderwood in Union, is now
IO« THI COACH Ot BUSINESS I O U PI
O. B . UlUOl’
qimh toei sit si*
aclivitr Ptfcto
was all for having it fixed right up so 1 at Knox Hospital.
he could fly back to Bangor that I Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sheldon and
night. He thinks nothing of taking ! Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sheldon of Waloff after most people have gone to j doboro attended the funeral services
bed. and flying from one end of the \ Friday of George Wichita at NorthState to the other as long as he has j port.
a good strong flashlight or a lantern
.
REPORT FINDINGS
i1 to . mark
the landing
field. Unfortu: , Mrs' MalT Richmond, who has
,
. . ..
_ _ I nppn gnpnnmty tho u-intnr nt AT
nately
we
couldn't
fix
the
trouble
\
!??
en
spending
the
winter
at
Medford,
j
' that quick so he and Jewett had to Mass returned last week and has Thirty-two Physicians Tell
stay over
opened her home for the season.
Very Interesting Story of
» « * «
| The selectmen will be in session
George Dyer of Bangor has bought March 28 at 9.30 a. m. for the purSargon
Fissette’s Waco, and under super- ’ P°se of paying snow bills. All snow
vision of Brad, with tiie assistance of bills must be approved by the perSo startling have been the re
Jerry Smead. is getting it groomed 5011 having charge of that section of
This design enables Essex to de Essex introduces fine-car stylo
for flight. They expect to have it in road. In the afternoon a special sults accomplished by Sargon in
town meeting will be held to see what helping restore health to countless
the air by today.
velop more power at the same and Super-Six smoothness to the
sum of money the town will vote to thousands of people that during the
motor speed and the same power low-priced field. It is strongly
Billings soloed the tractor Sunday hire for State Aid Construction to past thirty days alone thirty-twe ’
at a lower motor speed than the built to assure lasting satisfaction
morning after half an hour at the continue that built last year at leading physicians have broken tl.r
controls. Although he wasn't exact South Warren and that on the Cam rule of a life-time and have come
“Low-Speed” cars. It permits and enduring dependability. It
* » * *
ly taking instruction he sure got a den road.
out openly and publicly to give it
greater power in proportion to challenges the performance of
The sophomore class of T.H.S. will lot of advice and some able assist
their unqualified endorsement.
weight, better balancing of crank any six nnd matches the econ
have a card party next Thursday ance from Treat in stepping on the
So startling have been the re
The Girls' Club of the Baptist
evening in the assembly room. Tick clutch. They were mighty anxious Church
shaft loads, improved bearing omy of cars most noted for Jow
ports in many thousands of cases
met
Friday
at
the
home
of
ets may be obtained from any mem to be out barnstorming and the Mrs. Howard Welch and organized that selected physicians in principal
lubrication, more efficient cooling operating cost. It gives you
ber of the class, or at the door.
tractor was needed to pull the Robin
were expressly retained to
and enables Essex motors to out Rare Riding Comfort for the
Rev. A. I. Oliver of Auburn was in on skis out to the snow’. When this a new World Wide Guild chapter cities
town Monday to attend the fourth was accomplished they flew off for with Mrs. Welch as counselor. A study the Sargon formula and re
last low-speed engines.
first time at its low price.
picnic
supper
consisting
of
fruit
port
their
findings
so
that
the
public
quarterly conference of the Metho the day and came back to what is
might
know
the
whole
truth.
...
,
,
j•_
salad,
hot
rolls,
cheese
crackers.
dist Episcopal Church. While here thu viHnHvthUvearSkl andlng 111 assorted cakes, brownies, and hot
70 Mile* an Hour • 60 Horsepower • Big and Roomy
Outstanding among the number
he was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. this \ lcinity this year.
cocoa was enjoyed, served in the par are:
RARE RIDING COMFORT
Levi Seavey.
sonage dining room which had been
Dr. P. K. Drummond, plant phy
Mrs. Uichard O. Elliot has returned
Stan Boynton paid us a visit over prettily
decorated
for
the
occasion
sician
for
the
Ford
Motor
Company
from a trip to New York where she the weekend. He intimates that he
attended the 18th International has been working very hard for with the royal blue and white, the Detroit, for 12 years.
Dr. C. J. Roberts. PhiladelphiaFlower Shop
Great Atlantic Airways, and needed guild colors. At the business meet
Frank Carleton. 69. formerly of a short rest, but we think the new- ing these officers were elected: Miss Examining Physician for the Penn
Thomaston, died March 15 at his sport phaeton he was driving was Annie Starrett, president; Edith sylvania Railroad for 26 years.
French, vice president: Marguerite
Dr. W L. Mair—Graduate McGill
home in Dorchester, Mass., where fu responsible for his "fatigue.”
Simmons, secretary and Katharine University Faculty of Medicine, Mon
neral services were held last Thurs
Peabody, treasurer. Others present treal-Medical Examiner for Searsday. He is survived by his widow,
two sisters, Mrs. George Mero of opened their home on Green street; were Miss Bertha Hunt. Miss Mildred Roebuck, Detroit.
Dr. G Warburton—Graduate fa
Thomaston and Mrs. Joshua Rice of to their friend Miss Olive Edwards of Spear, Evelyn Haupt. Olive Teague
• Bath, and a brother Stanley Carle Rockland, who on Friday evening Mary Trone and Frances Moore. mous Bellevue Hospital Medical Col
Rockland
712 Main Street
ton of Chicago. Interment was in gave a bridge party of two tables. This makes two guild chapters in lege, New York.
Dr. Eugene Perkins—Physician for
Open Evenings Until 8.30
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Warren, the other being led by Mrs.
Dorchester.
Western Electric Company, Phila
Friends of Sidney Councc are in Strout. Miss Lenora Ney. Miss Anna Boyd Caler
There was a chimney fire at the delphia.
formed that he is spending the win Richardson of Rockland. Miss Marian
Dr. W. W. Kern—Examining Phy
ter with his mother in North Anson. E. Starrett. Dr. Ethel Crie. Miss Edith home of Miss Ermina Williams
sician for New York Life Insurance
For several years past he has been in Keller. Miss Eleanor Seeber, Miss Thursday.
the employ of the Great Northern Dorothy Starrett. A late lunch was
Oscar Hart has been visiting Company—and many others.
In order that the public may re
Paper Co. The market appears to be served.
Older your Spring Suit and Top Coat within a few
friends in town a few days.
overstocked with paper, and logs for
Sundav guests of Mr. and Mrs. ceive the full benefit of the advice
days and have it made to measure.
of
these
well-known
physicians,
their
pulpwood have accumulated in great
Miss Eleanor Seeber of the Thom- George Teague were George Haskell
numbers. The company was obliged aston High School faculty acted as ancj daughter Mrs. Alton French and reports will be published in later
SUITS $25.00 up; TOP COATS, $22-50 up
to lav off many men and Sidney took one of the judges Friday evening at ^wo friends of Lincolnville Beach, issues of this paper. The statements
with silk yoke and sleeve linings
advantage of it to put in the winter the debate between Rockland and ancj ^r. anj Mrs. Charles Taylor of of physicians of such standing are
perhaps without precedent. Study
at home. The family lived in South Portland High Schools on the south Hope
Phone 986-J and I will call on you with samples at
Thomaston for several years. It will
feTn AnvUisrv will
M‘SS Helen R°binSon Of Ellsworth. their reports and profit by their ad
your convenience
be recalled that the husband and
The American Legion Auxiliary will
teaches at Libbev school will vice.
hold
a
cooked
food
sale
Friday
at
2
scn
2?
•
1
father, Oliver Counce. died last year.
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,
C. A. HAMILTON
***«-■
o'clock in Walsh's store, in charge ot ^a.rd Su J£S' CharleS Erickson Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
29 CHESTNUT STREET
TEL. 986-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
c .
,
The caucuses of the Democratic Mrs. N. J. Anzalone. Mrs. Enoch Clark i du”ng ““j term'
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bcssa
and Republican parties Saturday and Mrs. Charles Smith.
Parker sP«ar cai?e Saturday from in Waldoboro.—adv.
36-lt
Mr. and Mrs. Levi B. Gilchrest ol Orono to spend a few days with his
night in Watts hall drew a small
proportion of the voters. The ac New York and Thomaston are en- Parents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear,
ceptance by each party of some joying a California trip this winter.
Mr- anc* Mrs. Percy Bowley visited
nominees of the other was an evi They are at present in Pasadena.
Mrs Jesse Mills at Knox Hospital
dence of the good feeling that pre
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant is now in Sunday. Mrs. Mills is reported to
vails between them and augurs well Portland, where she will make a short be doing very well.
for a harmonious town meeting stay at the Columbia Hotel.
. Mrs. Bertha Ludwig and daughter
March 20. Democratic nominees are:
The warrant for the town meeting ! Mary of Rockland were Sunday
Moderator. R O. Elliot; town clerk, to be held in Watts hall March 30. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Enoch M. Clark; selectman for three has been posted. It consists of 60 Hysler.
years, Edward P. Keating; assessor articles, the majority of which relate
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Copeland of
for three years, George O. Frisbee; to schools, roads, sidewalks and Bath spent Sunday with Mr. and
treasurer. Maynard Spear; overseer bridges. Articles 23. 55 and 58 may Mrs. Albert Peabodv.
of poor for three years. Minnie H. be of special interest. Article 23: To, Mr and
Benjamin Davis and
Newbert; school committee for three see if the town~ will vote to raise the Miss Ella Davis motored Sunday to
years, Mary E McPhail; for one sum of $4576.45 and interest, to pay Waterville where they visited Mr.
year, Lavinia G. Elliot; auditor. A. note for temporary loan dated June
Mrs. Clarence Davis.
Mabel Fernald. Republican nomi 14, 1930, made to pay judgment handMrs. Willard Hall is caring for one
nees: Moderator. R. O. Elliot; town
^nln^the°f Mrs. Luther park's P^entS- in
clerk, Enoch M. Clark; selectman for George Starrett against
the town ol j Ti10lnaston
three years, Everett W. Cook: Thomaston. Article 55: To see if the
assessor for three years, George O. town will vote to convey to the Knox
Albert Whittemore has opened his
Frisbee; town treasurer, Harriet R. Memorial Association by quitclaim home here for the ten days’ recess
Williams; overseer of poor. Minnie deed, all of the town's right, title and fron?his teaching duties at the Uni
H. Newbert; school committee for interest in and to the Old Parish vcrslty of Maine.
three years, Mary E. McPhail; for Meetinghouse in Thomaston, known
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker and Mrs.
one year. Herbert Morgan; auditor. as "The Old Church on the Hill."
A. Mabel Fernald. Democratic town Article 58: To see if the town will vote
committee: R. O Elliot, E. P to exempt the Knox Mansion on
Keating, Richard E. Dunn. G. V. Wadsworth street, from taxes for the
Hanley. Ernest Gray. Adelbert Ben ensuing year.
ner, J. Herbert Everett, Charles M
Starrett, C. A. Creighton, F. D. El
Captain Campbell says there is no
liot. Maynard Spear, Clara Spear excitement
in going four miles a
Ruth Creighton, Ruth George, Olive minute. They say stopping at that
Sturtevant. Mrs. R. E. Feyler. Mrs speed is the real thrill.—Detroit News.
C. A. Creighton. Mrs. R. O. Elliot
Mrs. Aroline. Gorwaiz, Mrs. G. V.
The whole difficulty seems to be
Hanley, L. S. Levensaler. Jessie Craw that a drought funetions so much
For
ford. Mrs. Nellie McCoy, Mrs. Ellis more speedily and efficiently than
G. Copeland.
Word has been received of the death Congress does.—San Diego Union.
Monday morning in Portland of Mrs
Statistics showing a decrease in
T IS SIGNED by one of the greatest electrical
Elsie Burns, daughter of John Mitchell
institutions in the world—this notable new 3-Year
by his first wife. The Burns family condition of stag-nation.—Northwest
moved to Portland from Thomaston Insurance iMinneapolis).
Guarantee on the General Electric Refrigerator.
a few’ years ago. Mrs. Burns had re
General Electric guaro ntees every new purchaser
tained her membership in Grace
against any upkeep expense for three long years!
Chapter, O.E.S., and had many friends
in this town
And always you are protected by the simple mech
Mrs. Herbert Newbert is visiting
anism in the famous Monitor Top — hermetically
her daughter, Mrs. Richard Webb, in
sealed — self-oiled — lastingly quiet.
Rochester. N. Y.
Miss Katherine Creighton is at her
Dust-proof, moisijire proof, and tinker-proof, the
home here for a brief vacation from
current-saving unit in the Monitor Top naturally
the Bouve School.
Miss Avie Brawn, a student at Col
shields you from upkeep. And now the 3-Year
1928 Essex Coach $195.
See this outstanding value
by College, is passing ten days' vaca
Guarantee signed by General Electric—tion with her mother, Mrs. Ora Frost. 1927 Essex Coupe, $125.
and be convinced—a True
becomes final cotr.’ic$ioti for thousands
Mrs. John Hanley has returned
1926 Essex Coach, $ 65.
from a week's visit with her daughter.
of buyers.
Bargain!
Jtitt ui rra
Mrs. John Mason in North Easton.
1926 Hudson Bro’m $165.
the GeneraI
Come in yoursclr. Realize that prices have
Mass.
Electric
Full
Double
Day
Bed
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at 2
actually been reduced on all new models!
1926 (late) Dodge
Program,
o'clock with Miss Minnie Fernald,
broadcast
Quickly all the General Electric economics
Sedan,
$150.
Cretonne Ends
every Satur
4 Dunn street.
day etening, on
will return your small down payment
Mrs. Thomas O. Long is visiting Buick Master Six 4nation-wide
Cretonne Full Size Pillow
her daughter. Mrs. John Harding in
And then the savings go on!
N. B. C. network
Docr Sedan,
$ 85.
Auburndale, Mass.
Mrs. Charles Cogan has returned
Comfortable Mattresses
from a visit to her son Gleason and 1926 Overland Coach $ 75.
(new’ tires; good condition)
fmaily in Lewiston.
New and Wanted Patterns
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles who has Ford Fordor Sedan $47.50
been in Boston the past week re
(good tires)
It’s a Great Buy at
ALL.STEEL El E FR IGEK ATOR
turned home Saturday.
Ford light Delivery $30.00
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Feyler gave
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS, ELECTRIC WATER COOLERS. ELECTRIC MILK COOLERS
$16.75
a bridge party Saturday evening at Ford Ton Truck $75.00
their home on Hyler street. The
CASH OR EASY TERMS
guests were Ml', and Mrs. Foster Essex 4 Touring
$35.00
Jameson dnd Mr and Mrs. Austin
(good running order)
Winchenbaugh of Waldoboro. Mr. and
Mrs. Sumner Whitney and Mr. and
Mrs Harry Brown of Rockland, Mr.
at any of
oar ttorat
and' Mrs. L. H. Sturtevant. Prizes
fell to Mrs. Sturtevant. Mr. Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Whitney. Mr. Brown.
Telephone 98(1
Open Evenings Vnlil &3B
Mi“ Jameson and Mrs. Winchcn313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
712 MAIN ST.
TEL. 896
b:,Mrh'and Mrs. J. Walter snout
Miss Maxine W. Linscott who has
been visiting in Providence has re
turned to her home here.
The Congregational ladies' circle
meets this Tuesday afternoon in the
vestry, with supper at 6 o'clock. All
ladies of the Federated Church are
cordially invited to attend.
Walter Henry of Winchester,
Mass., was in town Saturday.
Mrs. Percy Demmons arrived home
Mondav from a visit to her daughter
Mildred in Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. Ruth Creighton is spending a
vacation from her duties as matron
at Smith College, with her mother
Mrs Herbert Linncll. Her daughter
Elizabeth and son Malcolm have
joined her there.
Mrs. Inez Libby and Mrs. Estelle
Newbert were guests Friday of Mrs.
Castera Means of Rockland.
Mrs. Julia Gross of Portland who
Is the house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Spear of South Warren was
in town Saturday.
The remains of C. Warren Wotton.
who died Sunday morning in East
Friendship, were brought to the un
dertaking rooms of A. D. Davis &
Son. Funeral services will be held
Wednesday afternoon at the Ad
vent Church in Friendship.
......
University of Maine students who
are at home for the Easter vacation
are Miss Mary Carter, Miss Blanche
Henry, Miss Jane Barry, Stephen
Barry, Roger Kalloch, James Fales
and guest. Miss Luthera Burton and
Leroy Burton will spend the vaca
tion in Billerica, Mass., with their
mother.
Miss Beulah Powers is in South
Gardiner to visit her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. John Weeks during the
illness of her father, Walter Powers.
The annual Home Night of the
Methodist Episcopal Church will be
held in the vestrv Friday evening.
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! Planes, Pilots *

t

—and—

| Passengers

Competes with the LOWEST
in Price ... Challenges
the FINEST in Quality

Essex is the only low-priced car

that follows the motor design of
the highest-priced cars in using
light-weight moving parts
and in engine speed

Thq Value Sensation in a Year of
Sensational Values

Advertisements tn th's column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
for three times. Six words make a Una.

„"?.. ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•*n
WANTED

BOARDERS and roomers wanted at 49
BREWSTER ST.
36-36SMALL RANGE with hot water tank.
Must be in good condition. Address
X. Y. Z.. Courier-Gazette. ________ 34*36
ELDERLY PEOPLE to board in pleas
ant country home. Good food and care.
IP V. D . care The Courier-Gazette. 35-37

^>4*H*<B**B>>B*>B>*B*'B*'B*<B**pf*B«lt

j LOST AND FOUND ♦
l£

TORTOISE shell rimmed glasses lost
on Pine St. Return to 45 PINE ST.
36*38
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
deposit book numbered 9855 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate in
accordance with the provision of the
State law.
SECURITY TRUST CO..
Rockland. Elmer C. Davis, Treas.
30-T-36

.«. IP

l£

♦
♦
l£

.«.

TO LET
.«.

.«• 1^

FURNISHED apartment to let. all
modern improvements. Inquire RUBEN
STEIN'S, 6 Talbot avenue.
36-38
FOUR-ROOM tenement, gas, lights,
toilet. Apply to 24 JAMES ST.
36*38
NICE large front room, first floor,
ready May 1; front room, third floor. 32
SCHOOL ST. Tel. 1013-M.
36-38
TENEMENT of five rooms, large bed
room, large living room, dining room,
kitchen, bathroom and basement. In
quire P. L. HAVENER Tel. 792.
36-38
MODERN flat. 5 rooms and bath. 16
Ocean St. PHIL SULIDES, opp. Strand
Theatre.
36-tf
MODERN 4 or 5 room tenement, fine
location. With or without garage. L. A.
THURSTON. Tel. 1159 Rockland.
36-tf
MODERN 5-room flat with bath, at
109 Park St. Low rent. S. H. HALL.
35-37
SIX ROOM rent, first floor, all newly
papered and painted, with or without
garage. 102 Union St. TEL 1049-J. 35-37

SMALL house to let. furnished. 3
rooms, lights, toilet and water. FLOR
ENCE McLAIN. 84 Crescent St. Tel. 1263.
35*37
FURNISHED apartment of three
rooms, first floor. THOMPSON'S. 16
Willow St.
34*36
SUMMER COTTAGE. Seven rooms,
2-car garage. 3 miles from Rockland. To
let for the season. NELSON B. COBB.
33-tf
AT 23 FRANKLIN ST., Rockland 4
room apartment, with or without
garage. MRS. DAVID OSIER. R. 4. Wa
tervllle. Me.
31*36
FURNISHED ROOMS all modern to
let. Apply to HILL DANE, 30 High St.
30-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
240 Broadway.
27-tf
SIX-ROOM HOUSE. 146 Limerock St
TEL. 819-W.
27-tf
TO LET—Modern rent In brick house
at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt
Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel
568-W.
27-tf
TO LET—On Warren St., 6 room tene
ment. also 7 room single house on Knox
St., gas and electricity. Apply at 12
WARREN ST. lei. 577.
27-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
Tel. 874-W.
27-tf

l£ .». .«. .«. .

FOR SALE

HAYWARD-WAKEFIELD baby carri
age. reversible body, in good condition.
TEL. 273-J.
36-38
PIPELESS FURNACE, in A-l condition,
aft*r Mav 1. Pri< e very reasonable. Ap
ply 32 SCHOOL ST. Tel. 1013-M.
36-38
FINE FLEMISH GIANT rabbits. Call
at once, as about to ship away for Easter.
J. H. HOLBROOK. Apply at 22 Camden
St. Tel. 639-W.
36*38
SINGLE PHASE MOTOR, l’z horse
power, cost $55, will sell for $25. AR
THUR F. LAMB. 301 Main St. Tel. 69.
32-37
BABY STROLLER in good condition.
Will sell cheap Apply CARRIE ROBISHAW. 31 Edwards St. Tel. 762-M.
36*38
SECOND HAND refrigerators for sale,
both ice and electric. CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO.. Main street store.
36*38
NEW BUNGALOW for sale, five rooms.
Price low for quick sale. EVA AMES. 28
Elm St. Tel. 1293._______________ 36*38
TWO JERSEY COWS for sale. JOHN
SLMMONS, Angler s Farm, Union. R. F. D.
________________________________ 36-38
NEW large trunk for sale. Inquire 21
ORIENT ST. Tel. 1112-M.
36-38
De LAVAL CREAM Separator for sale,
in good condition. MARY ANDERSON,
West Meadow road. Tel. 1175.
35*37
PATCHWORK Dress
Percale Clip
pings; 7 lbs. $1.00. Postpaid. Or pay
postman, plus postage.
Satisfaction
guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE CO.. 9
Aster St.. Providence. R. I.
34*36
BABBIDGE ESTATE. 25 Maverick St.,
for sale, consisting of 8 room house,
double lot. fruit trees and berries. In
quire P. N. BARTLETT, 112 North Main
St.
34-39
GAS RANGE.
Chamber’s tireless
cooker. $10. Apply 32 SCHOOL ST. 'r-4.
1013-M.
34-36
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10, Junka,
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2. 27-tf
' WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
mont St.

^)year

GUARANTE E

$25.00

is the name

DAY-BED

; MISCELLANEOUS *

|^ •«. .«. a*.

|^

^a

••• . , .«. .«. .«. «•»>•«*•• |£

l£

EASTER IS APRIL 5th

Back of this

.«. .«. ••* *•• ••**•* *•* ••*•••••* *•* l£

IP

I AM READY to clean chimneys, at
reasonable rates. Address TONY THE
GREEK. 5 Donohue row.
36-38
UKELELE lessons in class or private.
Learn to play by music or chords. New
ukes. strings, pegs. etc. for sale. Let me
string up your uke at cost of materials
only.
Sax and trombone for rent.
EMMA R HARVIE. 10 Berkeley St. Tel
769-M.
.
36-38
CARPETS CLEANED, windows washed.
Janitor work' and house cleaning of all
kinds Address or call ARTHUR W. SUL
LIVAN. 24 Holmes St.. City. Best of ref
erences.
36*48
STRANGE FLUID charges batteries in- j
stantly.
Known as Lightning, this j
amazing invention of science has stood i
severe tests with proven records. Light
ning increases the life of batteries and en
ables them to hold their charge indefinnitely. Dead batteries charge as if by
magic. Old batteries act likp new. Let
Lightning save your battery today
and your troubles are over. LIGHTNING
SERVICE STATION. 6 Kelley lane.
Rockland.
36*38
CARPENTER AND BUILDER—Carpen
ter work of all kinds. FRANCIS L.
TILLSON. Thomaston.
32*37
MARCEL WAVING. 50c; shampooing,
50c. MADELYN McCABE. 20 Oak St
Tel. 191.
26*37-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
27-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
Tel. 519-J.
72-tf
PRUNING, grafting, trees taken down;
agent Chase Bros, nurseries.
A. J.
HENRY. Thomaston. Tel 32-3 .
27*38
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You jan buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381’,2 Con
gress St.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381V2 Con
gress St. •

REAL ESTATE
ip ••• ••• ••**••*•**•• ••• ••• .«.

I

••• •«.

Ip

AT UNION COMMON E. A Matthews
place, house, ell and barn, electric lights
and water; 2’2 A. land, about 50 fruit
trees, near schools, church. P. O. and
railroad. Price right. Also 19 A. lot
with 500 apple trees, good fruit. M. R.
MILLER, East Union, Me.
36*38
A WHALE of a bargain in Vinalhaven,
the wharf and buildings known as the
Tolman place for $1,500 or terms. Ap
ply E L. COOMBS. Vinalhaven, Me.
32*37
ATTRACTIVE cottage house for sale,
4 rooms, furnished If desired. Electric
ity. ROBERT FRY. 4 Erin St.. Thomas
ton.
34*36
HEN HOUSE. 10x15, all shingled. TEL.
122 or call at 497 Old County road.
34*36
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS. 140 Talbot Ave. Tel.
“ ‘ 711.
27-tf
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
electric lights and water, double lot of
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
rent plan, $1500. $15 month. V. F.
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 27-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices, ideal loactions, tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Maine.
27-tf

... p

SITUATIONS

♦
♦
♦
♦ •»

EXPERIENCED middle - aged house
keeper wanted, some care of child. TEL.
Camden 2319.
36-38
GIRL WANTED to do general housework at WINDSOR HOTEL
36-38
WANTED—Position as Chet or all
round cook. Best of references. Can
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5
Wadsworth St.. Thomastoi..
7-tf

*

’

AUTOMOBILES
’ ••• •»• ••• ••• ••• .»• ••• .«. .«.

.«.

HALF TON 1927 O. M. C. truck, e
closed body, doors on rear. $150, will e
change for Ford Coupe; electric cofl
mill. $25. cost $60; rolled top oak de;
five drawers, pigeon holes In top. $:
cost $55. J. D. McEDWARD, Union. X
Tel. 10-21.
34 <
1923 BUICK Six. with winter top,
new tires, new clutch. $65
ROLA1
PAYSON. East Union. Tel. 18-2.
33’

|^

.». .».

••• .

; EGGS AND CHICKS;
15 ♦♦♦♦•*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

n

GENERAL ELECTRIC

$16.75

I

Hudson-Essex
USED CARS

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Central Maine Power Company

BLAISDELL
AUTO CO.

Stonington Furniture
Co.

'epre
Ike. kfwt

S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock.
Maine ac
credited. April 20 to May. 18c. after
May 1, small lots, 16c each. 500 or more
15c each. Hatching eggs. Write or
phone E. C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel.
13-42.
35-tf
R. I. RED CHICKS can book a few
hundred for April, hatching capacity
1000 chicks per week, price $16 per 100.
C. E. OVERLOOK, Warren. Tel. 3-4.
________________________________ 32*37
8. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
They make healthy., productive hens.
Price per 100, $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up,
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
C. TEAGUE, Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
Warren._______________
11-tf

zrTIED
/"\NE hears of forehanded young mod

erns who have the wed

ding invitations ordered
before the gentleman has

“popped the question.”
We frown upon this prac

tice! But they should be

ordered early—and the
order should specify “en

grave upon Unweave
Wedding Papers." For
they are ultra-correct. The
rich vellum-like texture

of Unweave speaks elo
quently of the taste of the

bride-to-be.
The Courier-Gazette

’(>O/V£.—,

WEDD1XG PAPE IIS

I

BARRED PLYMOUTH Rock Chicks,
for sale $20 per 100; S.C.R.I. Chicks. $16
per 100; White Leghorn Chicks. $14 per
100. from our own breeders. On display
at 656 Main St. R. W. DAVIS & SONS.
Rockland. Me. Tel.’891 and 591-M.
NEW AND USED Buckdye brooder
stoves. >5 price If sold at once. A. C.
HAWES. Union. Tel 8-24.________ 31*36
BABY CHIX. Wyllle s SC. Reds. Bred
for eggs, type and color. State accred
ited for white diarrhoea. $18 a 100 post
paid for April 21 and 28; May $16 for
500, $1 and 1000 $2 less a 100. Safe ar
rival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE & SON.
Thomaston. Me., Route 1.________ 27-tf
FOR SALE—R. I. Red Chicks. State
accredited $15 per 100. W. L. MERRIAM,
Union. Maine Telephone 8-5.
21-tf

QUALITY R. I. RED CHICKS
Baby chicks from a flock that tested
100% free from Pullorum Disease. A
heavy laying strain that matures early.
All large orders In this locality, we de
liver by heated car. others sent postpaid
by mall. These chicks for March and
April, $15 per 100; $70 per 500 or $130 per
1000 Tel. 37-31. V. R WOODMAN.
Winterport, Me.

35*38

32-37
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FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
WILLIAM A. HILL

Just Received

In addition to personal notes regard-1 Mrs. W. L. Benner of 41 Warren i
lng departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of street who has been very efficiently |
social happenings, partlps, musicals, etc. cared for at the Britt home during a
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be serious illness, returned home Mon
gladly received.

TELEPHONE __ _________ 770 or 794-W day much improved in health.

Misses’

William A., son of William and
Catherine Power Hill, was born in
Belfast, Jan. 20, 1858. He came to
Rockland in 1878, and from that time
until his death Sunday afternoon he
played an active part in the life of
the community. He was a member
of the merchant tailoring firm of
Knight and Hill until 1913, when the
partnership was dissolved. For three
years he was the local representative
of Scott and Co., Ltd. of Boston. He
formed a connection with the New I
York Life Insurance Co. in 1916, and
continued with them as an active
agent until this year when he was
retired with a well earned pension.
Jan. 14. 1884, Mr. Hill was mar
ried to Clara Alice Pierce, whose
death occurred Aug. 21. 1925. To this
union was born one son, Maurice P.
who is now connected with the Great
Northern Paper Co. A brother,
Charles R., of Winterport is the only
other surviving member of the
family.
Mr. Hill was a member of the City
Council in 1912 and served on the
Board of Registration.
A library of unusual merit was as
sembled by Mr. Hill, whose interest
lay in history, the novel and the
drama. He was a charter member of
the 12 mo. Club and retained an
active interest in it until its disband
ment. During the closing months of
his life he had renewed his ac
quaintance with Dickens in particu
lar.
Mr. Hill was an active member of
the Congregational Church of Rock
land, to whose interests he gave a
large measure of devotion. For years
he served as head usher. He brought
to this task a native dignity and poise,
a gracious charm of manner, which
has made his service memorable. He
will long be remembered by a large
circle of friends.
Funeral services will be held in
the Congregational Church Wednes
day afternoon at 2 o’clock, the Rev.
Walter S. Rounds officiating.

Mrs. Orlando S. Knowles, formerly
ThfL t,l\nerfi
char'es A- Mitchell
of this city, is seriously ill at the T
/ J
home of her daughter, Mrs. Will H., street, yesterday, Rev. G. H. Welch
McCoy, 296 South street, Jamaica '
!
Elks were performed by Exalted
Plain, Mass.
_____
Ruler E. W. Pike and other officers,
Mrs. Alice Tibbetts^pent the week- ‘he lodge being represented by 92
end with relatives in Portland.
members The floral offerings were
remarkable. The bearers were Ralph
Mrs. Harold E. Jackson and Mrs. H. Trim, C. O. Perry, Fred M. Black
Arthur F. Lamb entertain the mem ington, Charles Schofield, Harold B.
bers of the Willing Workers' commit Burgess and A. C. Jones. Interment
tee of the Universalist Church at 3 was in Achorn cemetery.
o'clock Wednesday afternoon at Mrs.
For afternoon and
Mr. and Mrs. William Clement are
Jackson’s home on Beech street.
guests for a few days of Mr. and Mrs.
party wear
A benefit card party will be given at Harold Coombs who entertained for
Temple- hall Wednesday evening at them informally Sunday evening.
7.30, sponsored by Good Cheer Sewing
Circle. There will be tables for pro
Spring sunshine has brought out two J
Short and Cape
gressive and pivot bridge and 63.
Beech street invalids. Mrs. Lester!
Sherman who has been confined to
Sleeves
Miss Azelle Andrews entertained the house for two weeks with a severe
the Sygas Club Thursday evening at attack of the grippe is able to be
the home of Miss Gladys Oliver, about again and Mrs. Walter Spear,
South Main street. The delicious is now happily recovering from an
Sizes 14 to 20
luncheon merited special mention. illness of more than three months’
The evening was devoted to sewing duration.
and cards.
There will be a card party at the
There will be a card party at the B.P.W. club rooms next Thursday
G.A.R. hall tonight under the auspices evening at 8 o'clock with Miss Bertha
of Ruth Mayhew Tent, with Mrs. French as hostess.
Helen Paladino as hostess. Buffet
lunch will be served.
Mrs. Harold Coombs was hostess to
MEZZANINE FLOOR
-------a birthday party of twelve for supMrs. Wallace E. Spear and Henry 1 per and cards in honor of Mrs. Pearl
G. Jordan registered highest card i Look Friday evening.
scores when the Friday Night Club I
-------met with Mr. and Mrs. Spear.
i There will be a meeting of the
j Speech Readers’ Club Thursday at
Bridge honors Saturday evening ! 2.30.
went to Mrs. Olive Sylvester and Mrs. I
------Margaret Brewer at a party given by
The Browne Club will meet Friday
Mrs. Thomas F. Keating.
; evening at the Baptist vestry to tack ■
—of—
-------i a quilt. Miss Christol Cameron and 1
MISS LAURA J. RHOADES
Mrs. Thomas McKinney enter- Mrs. Olive Wilson are the hostesses.
tained the Saturday Night Club at
-------Funeral services for Laura J
bridge. There were two tables with
The Shakespeare Society met last
Rhoades, who died March 8, at the
prizes going to Mrs. L. A. Harmon | evening at the home of Mrs. E. J.
home of her brother Noel Rhoades,
and Mrs. Milton Dick.
Hellier with Mrs. G. M_ Derry as
San Francisco, were held the follow
leader. A well thought out paper on
ing Tuesday and the burial was at
Mrs. Annie Aylward and Mrs. "The Idealism of Peer Gynt" was
Hand Embroidered and Hand
Olivet Memorial Park. Very beau
Margaret Forbus entertained two presented by Mrs. William Ellingtiful floral pieces surrounded the
Smocked in Fast Colored
tables of bridge at their home on wood. The second paper on "Peer
casket.
Clarendon street Friday evening. J Gynt As An Epic,” a carefully writSilks on White and Pastel
Miss Rhoades was a native of this
Plans were made to form a club., ten discussion by Mrs. J. A. Jameson,
city, daughter of Capt. W. Henry
Grounds
Honors fell to Mrs. Minnie Simmons ; was read by Mrs. Spear. The readRhoades, a prominent northend
and Mrs. Josephine Burns. Buffet! ing of “Peer Gynt" was completed
merchant. She was born on Warren
lunch was served.
i with discussion of questions brought
street, where she lived until about 11
(Green, Peach, Copen, Egg
-------in by the members. An added feature
years ago, when she went to San
The C.L.G.C.L. Club will meet with : was the playing of records of some of [
shell, Yellow and White)
Francisco to make her home with her
Bertha Kent Wednesday at 4 p. m. the Greig music from the "Peer Gynt
brother. She was the last survivor
The officers are as follows: Bertha j Suite.”
of the graduating class of 1865. Rock
Kent, counsellor: Grace Clancy,
land High School.
Sizes 6 to 28 years
president; Alice Clancy, vice presi
The members of the social and
Miss Rhoades had been out riding
and 34 to 42 sizes
dent; Ruth McCartney, secretary: outing committee of the Methibesec
with her brother that afternoon, and
Alice Kent, corresponding secretary; ■ Club are to be guests of the presiupon retiring about 10 p. m. seemed
Irma Kent, program committee; Ada dent Mrs. Irene Moran, Tuesday
to be well as usual. Upon being
Hamilton, cheer leader.
I evening at 7.30 at her home on
called in the morning she did not
-------| Chestnut street.
respond to the summons. She was
Mrs. Harry Phillips and daughter, ■
------a well known teacher in the public
Miss Gertrude Phillips, have re-1 The annual fair of the Edwin Libby
schools, the last of her teaching be
turned from Boston, where the lat- Relief Corps wil! open at 2 o'clock
ing as a member of the High School
BLOUSE DEPT.
ter has shown considerable improve-, Thursday afternoon at G.A.R. hall,
faculty. She afterward learned the
ment after hospital treatment.
There will be an entertainment in
I compositor's trade, and worked in the
STREET FLOOR
-------| the afternoon and supper at 6 o'clock. I
different printing offices in this
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Dick enter-,
-------city. The Courier-Gazette office be
tained at bridge Friday evening, I The Junior Harmony Club met j
ing the scene of her last labors in
the winners being Mrs. Benjamin ; Wednesday evening for a lesson in
that field. One time when she ac
Philbrook, Mrs. Sumner Perry, Mr. i musicianship, studying major and I
companied her brother, the late Capt.
Philbrook and Harry H. Brown.
minor chords. There was a short|
Hiram Rhoades, on a sea voyage, a
-------program followed by choral practice. I
severe storm drove their craft from
The Methebesec Club will cele-; The club voted $5 from the treasury
its course. The crew and passenger
the 35th anniversary of its federa- ] towards the purchase of copies of
were taken off by a foreign vessel
tion by an informal dinner at The j “Appogiatura” the junior notes of the
and had scarcely left when their
Thorndike April 3. Mrs. Maud Clark; Maine federation of musical clubs, a
vessel was seen to sink. The sur
Gay of Waldoboro will be guest I magazine edited by Miss Nellie Me-1
vivors were taken to Havre. France,
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND
in
Portland,
where
Mrs.
Joyce
has
speaker. Mrs. Vivian Hewett wil! Cann of Gorham.
and sent home by the American
sing and other special features are !
------I The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met Fri- [ ha^ empoyment.
Consul.
Malon
Holmes
was
in
Rockland
last
being planned.
Dinner will be
Atwood Levensaler was in Rum- day with Mrs. Cleveland Trask. Alter, ..J"*1/”
Miss Rhoades was a member of the
- •
__ l ....as ___
- of ,1
_ __ regular
_ »CCK IOr
served promptly at 6 -o'clock
so as ford over (V,.
the weekend
guest
, the
weekly meeting these ,week for a few daysold Cedar street Baptist Church, but
not to interfere with Good Friday j Leif Sorenson, arriving here Monday officers were chosen for the coming Mrs. Nelson Morse, Mrs. Sophia impaired hearing caused her to give
services. Reservations may be made; evening to spend the remainder of year: President, Mrs. Frank Bridges; Stockbridge^andMisses Irma -Morse up church services, lectures and con
by calling Mrs. Minnie Rogers, tele- his vacation from the University of vice president, Mrs. Calvin Stock- Jand Leila Stockbridge spent Friday certs. A lover of nature, she delight
ed to roam the fields and woods,
phone 1158-M.
! Maine at the home of his parents bridge; secretary, Mrs. Cleveland and Saturday in Rockland.
Trask; treasurer, Mrs. Ferd Morse;
News of the death of Mrs. William either alone, or accompanied by
-------1 Mr and Mrs. E. S. Levensaler.
popcorn committee, Mrs. Everett Stanley, 58, of Rockland, was received friends, in search of wild flowers
Miss Alice Hellier of Bates College
spent the weekend with her parents ; Miss Martha Wasgatt, Miss Mary Gross; other committees will bei here Saturday morning and cast a and plants, and she was very accurate
j Bloom over the entire community. in her analysis of the uncommon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hellier of Sylvester, Miss Ethel Thomas, Carl chosen by the president.
Mrs. Roger Joyce and daughters Mrs. Stanley was a native of this [ Her many acts of kindness were
Talbot avenue.
Miss Margaret Herrick, Clifford Ladd, Henry Marsh,
Hellier arrived home Thursday from : Anthony Gatti, Richard Bird and Frances and Elaine returned home Place, the daughter of Isaiah and greatly appreciated bv the sick and
Wheaton for the Easter vacation.
Jerome Comins are home from the Saturday after spending the winter Lucy Stanley. She po&essed many shut-ins. She enjoyed motoring and
fine social qualities and her door was while in the West has visited manv
-------University of Maine for the Easter
always open and her table prepared for j points of interest, in California and
Mrs. Etta E. Covel and young' vacation.
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary will hold a anyone that might call on her. She I other States, and friends here have
grandson, Dudley Harvie, left Mon- •
day morning for Boston. At Thom-j Miss Mary Small was home from box social and birthday party Wed had been a great sufferer and was | gotten much pleasure from her de
aston they were joined by Mrs.' Her- j Farmington for the weekend re- nesday at 6.30. Spanish War Veter tenderly cared for by her daughter scriptions of places visited and her
Daisy, also her husband and Mrs. I occasional letters to The Courierans and their ladies are invited.
bert Newbert who is enroute to New i turning Sunday.
Vicie Albee, a friend who has been Gazette have been appreciated and
York for a short stay.
Mrs. Winfield Kent of Gay street staying with them for several years. read with much interest. Besides
William Piper who has been ill
Mrs. Stanley leaves a host or her brother, Miss Rhoades leaves a
The Methodist "chain teas” for the 1 at the home of his sister Mrs. Carl who has been visiting relatives at
friends both in Rockland and In this nephew, Roger Rhoades and a niece,
past week were- Tuesday. Mrs. Min- ; Cassens, for several weeks has re Mt. Desert Island arrived home Sat place,
besides her daughter and hus Mrs. F. A. Maxey of this city; also a
z
nie Miles, hostess, entertained Mrs. covered and returned yesterday to
»■ urday.
band and one brother Leroy Stanley niece, Mrs. Philena Pierce of
Alice Kennedy, Mrs. Annie Lothrop. | Warren.
The Rubinstein Club will meet Fri- ,of Swan's Island, and four sisters, Brighton, Mass.
Mrs. Susie Karl, Mrs. Mary Perry
day at the Congregational vestry.; all of whom live in Minturn, Mrs. NelThe
Kalloch
Class
meets
this
Rich, Miss Ruth Franks, Miss Elea
Mrs. Edna French is to have charge son Sprague. Mrs. Chester Sprague,
WILLARD A. WARDWELL
nor Franks. Mrs. Ethel Richards was afternoon for patchwork sewing and of the program on Russian music.: Mrs. Wilmer Bridges, and Mrs. Warother
work.
The
members
will
take
hostess to Mrs. Mildred Richardson,
Other
members
on
the
program
are
ren
Staples.
Funeral
services
are
to
Willard A. Wardwell who died in
Mrs. Frances Giroux, Mrs. May lunch and remain to evening meet Mrs. Ruth Hoch, Mrs. Lydia Storer, be held today, Tuesday.
Worcester, March 17, was born in
Chase and Mrs. May Gregory. Mrs. ing.
Miss Mabelle Brown. Miss Vora Nye, ;
Castine 72 years ago but came to
Minnie Strout entertained Mrs.
vocalists, and Miss Elizabeth Creigh
Rockland when a small boy and had
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Greene, and ton, Miss Mary Wasgatt and Mrs.
Lizzie Clark, Mrs. Minnie Smith,
always made it his home. Fifty
Mrs. Minnie Miles. Mrs. Rebecca In little daughter Ruth, are spending a Dorothy Smalley, nianists.
' years ago he was married to Lydia
_____
graham.
Mrs. Lizzie Smith was j few days in Portland, guests of Mfs.
Spaulding Simmons and gave to her
hostess to Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. Greene's parents, Mr. and Mrs. BoyBACHELDER-MacKENZIE
little daughter, Lillian, a father's love
Maud Kenderdine,
Mrs. Edith man.
and care. They lived at the SpauldTweedie, Mrs. Margaret Philbrook.
------Deputy Sheriff Granville N. Bach
j ing homestead on Lake avenue. Mr.
Mrs. Lizzie Morton, Mrs. Winnie; Timothy E. McNamara, who has
Wardwell worked in the quarries
Stanley, Miss Minnie Smith, Mrs. t,een spending the winter with rela- elder of St. George and Miss Jean G.
during the greater portion of his life
Minnie Rogers entertained Mrs.| tives in Eagle Rock, Va , arrives “a^eTat the^apUs? parsonlgeffi i
and outside of his work his interest
Ethel Richards, Mrs. Lena Stevens, s™. iw.
I marnea at tne Baptist paisonage in ;
1 Tenant's Harbor Friday morning, the ,
centered in his home. Quiet, unas
Miss Katherine Stevens. Mrs. Winpastor
of
that
church.
Rev.
F.
W.
suming. kindly “Billy" W'ardwell was
nie Stanley, Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Miss
The Woman's Association of the Barton officiating. Florence Newwell liked and respected by all who
Madlene Rogers, Miss Barbara At First Baptist Church meets Wednes- I hall, yourfg niece of the bride, was a
knew him. When his wife died three
kinson and Mrs. Adelbert JamesOn. day at 2.30 in the vestry.
charming attendant. A few intimate
years ago he went to Worcester.
Mrs. Lizzie Morton was hostess to
friends of the couple witnessed the ,
Mass., to make his home with the
Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Minnie
ceremony.
A
honeymoon
trip
to
daughter, Mrs. A. M. Gordon. There,
Five couples from this city jour
Smith, Mrs. Lizzie Smith. Mrs.
Massachusetts
was
immediately
j
also, he was with his grandson. Wil
Lizzie McGuire. Mrs. Mildred Rich neyed to Camden Saturday evening, begun. Upoll their return they will |
lard Gordon, wife and small daughter
ardson entertained Mrs. Mildred to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benjawho was his special pet.
housekeeping at the Bachelder
Washburn, Miss Alice Britt, Miss min Burkett, where the ,younger
enterhome
in
St.
George.
Last summer the call of Rockland
Nettie Britt, Mrs. Maud Kenderdine. members of the family were enter,
The bridegroom has long been |
was too strong for him and he re
Mrs. Ida Simmons. Mrs. Clara Gup- tained at bridge. There were five prominent in the public and business
turned here to work for a short time.
till, Mrs. May Richardson, Mrs. Ella tables. The living room was elabo affairs of his town, having served a
He was planning to do the same this
Lurvey was hostess to Mrs. Etta rately decorated, the color scheme number of years as deputy sheriff
summer but his health gradually
AT EASTERTIDE
Blackington, Mrs. Nettie Dunton, being green, in honor of St. Patrick, and one term in the State Legisla
failed and though Mrs. Gordon gave
Mrs. Eva Wiggin, Mrs. Steele, Miss even in the table decorations, dishes, ture. He is a member of the local
him devoted care the end came. Be
Eva Rogers. Mrs. Thelma Stanley refreshments, etc., everything showed Grange.
There
is
no
more
per

sides
the daughter, grandson and
entertained Mrs. Minnie Strout, Mrs. a touch of nature's owm color, which
Mrs. Bachelder has been identified
great
granddaughter Ruth, he leaves
emanates
from
earth
and
vegetation
Effie Day, Mrs. Annie Flint, Mrs.
I with
Knox IlU-'-puai
Hospital 111
in ViXIlUUO
various
sonal gift than a pho
. a brother Frank Wardwell of Rockthe spring time. Those from capacities for a score of years, and
Annie Ludwick. Mrs. Ernest Hagar.
i land. He was a member of Knox
Lrlrvrv/4 UfOvn
Itjfr
Have
lillV"
...
.....
Rockland
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Mrs. Alvin Stone and Capt. Elmore
as assistant matron at the time of
tograph
of
yourself
or
Lodge, I.O.O.F., and Rockland En
Douglas.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lyford
Ames,
Strout.
her retirement, last week, had been
campment. Brief services were held
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal, Miss of Inestimable value to the institu
your
children.
1
in
Worcester and the body brought to
Rockland Automobile Show. April Betty Duncan, Miss Madlene Rogers, tion. She is a member of the Knox
Rockland where funeral services
Samuel Rogers and Lendon Jackson. County General Hospital Nurses'
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
under the auspices of the Odci Fel
1
■ !'
"•) .
The guests from Camden were Mr. Alumni Association, Golden Rod
lows were held from the Burpee par
Champney’s Studio
and Mrs. Clifford Burkett, Miss Win- Chapter, O.E.S., the Business and
lors Friday. Rev. W. S. Rounds offi
Steamship tickets to all parts of nifred Burkett, Willis Stahl, Fred Professional Woman's Club and has
ciated. The floral offerings were
Foot of Limerock Street
the \yorld. JVe attend to all details Winslow, Clifton Robbins of Hope, been actively identified with Chapin
many and beautiful. The interment
including passport and visa. Phone and Miss Bernice Hopkins of Uni Class.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
was in Achorn cemetery. •
675 for details. Robert <fc Veazie. versity of Maine, Mrs. Alice Doherty.
Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love Miss Elizabeth Calder and Zenas
34-36
Rockland Automobile Show, April
Rockland Automobile Show. April
joy, Mgr.
36-tf, Melvin.
1-4, Fireproof Garage.
36-40
1-4. Fireproof Garage.
36-40

Printed
Silk

Dresses

$9.50
>

Peasant Blouses

Fine White French Voile

$1.95

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
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IMONTON’

We Give
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

Wc Give

S. & II

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

GREEN STAMPS

Before Buying Your New Spring Curtains and
Draperies, See Our New Line of

QUAKER NETS
Prices ranging from

$1.59 to $10.00 a pair
,

Other Net Curtains from $1.00 to $1.50

i

Also Ruffled and Lace Trimmed Curtains
from 59c pair up

• r
E&.& 8. .; !

Cottage Sets in All Prices and Colors

■if

,<S

5}i

F. I. SIMONTON CO. £rarararejgjzjafararajzi^zj2jgj^
HARRIS C. COPELAND
The *dcath of Harris C. Copeland
March 16 at his home on the West
Meadow road, marked the closing of
a period of 22 years of suffering,
borne with a courage and fortitude
which were a marvel to everyone.
Mr .Copeland was born in 1869, son
of the late Sanford Y. and Betsy
iRobinson) Copeland and this death
is the first break in the family of
seven children born of this union.
His boyhood was passed in South
Warren where he had always re
tained the affection of his school
mates and neighbors.
He came to Rockland in 1893 and
engaged in the milk business for the
late Albion Lovejoy and later in
business for himself. His pleasant
obliging ways gained him many ac
quaintances and friends. Ill health
caused him to retire in 1907, and
from that time he had been a con
firmed invalid, but was always cheer
ful and pleased to receive his friends;
and with keen mind and wonderful
memory his illness was made more
bearable, as he lived over the past
in memory. He was married in 1905
to Eva Rose Lovejoy, to whom he
was devoted, and from whom, with
the daughter and her husband, he
received the most loving and untir
ing care and which may be said to
be unequalled in devotion.
He leaves besides his wife, his
daughter Mrs Ruth Levensaller and
a grandson Albert Levensaller to
whom he w’as also much attached;
four sisters Mrs. Mabel Jordan and
Mrs. Keziah Jones of Thomaston,
Mrs. W. K. Jordan and Mrs. M. P.
Jordan of South Warren; two
brothers, O. A Copeland and Leslie
Copeland of South Warren; and sev
eral nephews and nieces. Funeral
services were held from his late resi
dence last Thursday, and the floral
offerings and large attendance spoke
the estimation in which he was held.
Rev. George H. Welch conducted the
services. The bearers were the sonin-law, Harry Levensaller.. land the
three nephews, Henry, Fred and
Rodney Jordan. Interment was In
the Achorn cemetery.
Senator J. Ham Lewis predicts four
political parlies in 1932. No, no, Jim,
we really haaven’t enough graft for
the two we now have.—Hubbard
(Ore.) Enterprise.

While some progress has been made
it is still true that war is better at
abolishing nations than nations are
at abolishing war.—Tampa Times.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

An Auctioneer
Who is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
coln and Waldo Counties. His name is
Mr. Classified Ad.; his address is The Cou
rier-Gazette; his telephone number is
Rockland 770. lie charges a very small
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday to cry your wares—small or
large.

A.

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

Hallelujah
I’m a Bum!
Let Tibbett take you back to
the charming South of melody
and romance, drama and
heart-throbs!
Wait ’till Tibbett and his hobo
pals, "Doc” and “Snipe" crash
into a sleepy Dixie town It's
a riot of love, laughs, swell
songs!

LAWRENCE
TIBBETT
IN

“THE PRODIGAL”
A Metro Picture
with

Esther Ralston
Cliff Edwards
NOW
SHOWING

“EAST LYNNE”

with
Ann Harding, Conrad Nagel

A Paramount
Publlx Theatre

ADDED
PICTORIAL
"THE
HEADACHE"

Home of Para
mount Pictures

SHOWS AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.30.

Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
j
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

SAT. CONTINUOUS 2.00 TO 10.30

WED.-THURSBOUGHT—BODY AND SOUL
By his wife—a story of mortgaged
men—who dance to the tune of
their wives’ pay—a 1931 mar
riage with a 1931 punch!

MATTRESS
SPECIAL
Reg. $12.00 and $14.00
Mattresses

We are offering this re
markable Mattress Value
on one lot of new cotton
numbers—thick, comfort
able, long lived

JOEL MCCREA
COMEDY’ ACT

AUDIO REVIEW

NOW PLAYING
"MR. LEMON OF ORANGE"

A Great Buy at $7.75

Stonington Furniture
Co.
313-319 MAIN ST.

Pzrzmount
Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount

Picturea

ROCKLAND
I

Every-Other-Day
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MET IN SKOWHEGAN

A Concise Report of the
Daughters of American
Revolution Conference

s best friend is

omplexion!'
*

SAYS

JACK OAKIE

“Youth is right up
my alley,” says Jack
Oakie, star of “Night
Life.”

“A girl’s best friend
is her complexion!
“My favorite ex
pression, ‘You go too
far,’ won’t stand when I talk about
youth.

How well the lovely women of the
stage and screen know the secret of
staying young! You have often mar
veled at the way they keep the lure of
YOUTH year after year!

How important Hollywood Actresses
keep Youthful Charm

JACK OAKIE
Paramount star

“For when it com^s to the charm of
a youthful complexion, why say, you
CAN’T go too far.

Above all, guard complexion beauty,
Hollywood will advise you. And 605 of
the 613 important actresses there use
fragrant Lux Toilet Soap! It is official
in all the film studios.

“Today, you can’t tel) grandma from
grandchild so clever are women on beauty
secrets. And they’ve learned a lot from
our Hollywood actresses, too.”

Whether their lovely complexions in
cline to dryness, tend to be oily, or are
in-between—they find in this very white
soap the perfect complexion care!

The caress of dollara-cake French soap

LuxToilet Soap

104

Bothered with
Backache ?

Doans
►ills

fffiforfr

MIAMI’S

every grave.

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to ail points of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with pnvate balconies-

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (European)
Application

Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily

Gone (•
October)

Hotel

Maselynn
H H. Mass Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment," and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.

Win. E. Doman & Son
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
117T-tf

Current Comment

The annual conference of the
I Maine Daughters of the American
j Revolution was held March 18-19, in
n> harry a. daniels
Skowhegan, by invitation of Eunice
Farnsworth Chapter.
When Thomas Edison was a young dry the roots and use them as a
The sessions were preceded by an
informal reception Tuesday evening man, one of his first inventions was substitute for coffee—or did. Coffee
at the home of Mrs. Blinn W. Page a "cockroach eradicator." At that is so cheap now at seven cents a
The spacious Page residence made a time he lived in a furnished room pound wholesale, that they do not
perfect setting for the reception. In over a Boston restaurant, and the bother with chicory.
the receiving line were members of cockroaches worried him a great
§ <§> <•> <s>
the hostess chapter, and State and deal Electrical experts have nowtaken
that
idea
and
have
perfected
From Syria they have brought the
National officers. Music was fur
nished throughout the evening by a a screen that will electrocute flies. shallot here. They are expensive to
They
make
a
special
screen
that
is
grow. The sets are costly and have
trio.
A feature of the opening session plugged into your house lighting cir to be set out like onions. They look
cuit
with
a
base
plug,
and
every
fly
like onions when growing, but the
Wednesday was the very impressive
memorial service prepared by the re that walks on the screen gets the white part extends much further up
i
juice
and
passes
on
to
wherever
flies
the green stalk, making more of it
tiring State chaplain. Mrs. Mary
. edible. They are also used for flav
Perry Rich. In loving remembrance go when they are swatted.
oring soups and pickling. The for
of the two members of Lady Knox
■$><$> <$> <$>
eigners here who came from Pales
Chapter, Mrs. Harriett T. Patterson
In Australia, where they have also tine, Syria and the Holy Land buy l
and Mrs. Sarah L. Kaler, who have ) had hard times, the government has
I
"responded to the summons from the taken the union wage scales in hand them in Chicago and New York.
High Command." the regent of Lad\ and has reduced wages of street car
<S> <$> Q> ®
Knox
Chapter deposited
flora: , employes, timber workers, engineers,
tributes. At this session a telegram carpenters, plumbers, painters, dock I The dill that is put in dill pickles
of greeting and love was sent to Mrs workers, railway workers, and all is grown here. This also comes from
Rich, who was unable to be present. members of the workers' unions with ; Mediterranean and Caucasian coun
The committee reports showed the exception of shearers, who had tries. It looks like a weed, but is ex- I
very' gratifying results accomplished a cut a few months ago.
lensively used for culinary and meduring the year.
i dicinal purposes. Escarole is a cross
<♦.
<$■
<§>
Mrs. Lois Creighton, State D.A.R
between lettuce and chicoiy. Rochairman Knox Memorial in her
The new president of Armour & maine is also a sort of lettuce, as is
report which was read by the corre Co., was formerly a stenographer i endive. The foreign colonies In New
sponding secretary, added the reso with that concern. The rise of ' York city look to this valley for the
lution that General Knox Chapter Geofge Lee to head that $600,000,000 vegetables to which they were ac
be elected a committee to cooperate, organization, defeated Philip D. customed in their native lands, and
with the State committee in fur Armour for that office, and the com Jill Bros. & Co. in the Magic Valley
nishlng the Maine D.A.R. room in pany is npw without a member of the supply them all. It's a peculiar sort
Montpelier. This was adopted.
Armour family in an,executive po- of business, but a mighty successful
The conference was advised by the sition.
I one.
chairman of Patriotic Education
<s>
<s> -g.
$ ❖♦#
that the words “The Pledge of Al
It is said that Henry Ford will put
legiance" should be used instead of
Owen D. Young, who may be your
on the market this summer a good, next President, would establish gov
“The Salute to the Flag."
Mrs. Eva Morgan, chairman on small radio for $10. It will have ernment control of commercial
legislation in U. 8. Congress, re many new features and is expected banks for their regulation and the
ported the adoption of "The Star to create a sensation.
public protection. Mr. Young says
$
0$
Spangled Banner" as our National
tnat 6000 banks have failed in this
Anthem.
Many vegetable oddities, strange country in the past ten years. He
The address of Rev. Annie M plants we seldom hear of in New fays that dishonesty Is back of so
Nichols. Skowhegan, was of unusual England, are grown in Texas for the many bank failures that it is a great
interest. Her subject, “Our Good foreign population of this country. reflection on the American people
ly Heritage” was based on the duty Some are anise, chicory, endive, dill, that they cannot get a banking sys
of the present generation to keep shallots, escarole, romaine and sor tem which will prevent such trage
burning the torch of Liberty, Free rel. They also grow dandelion dies as we have been witnessing this
dom. Peace. Prosperity and Oppor greens here for the market—hun past year.
tunity, bought with sacrifices and dreds of acres of them.
$ $$ $
unselfishness, saying that to keep
♦ <S> ■$> •?>
these priceless possessions for pos
You do not see much about Owen
terity we of the present must give
The Jill Texas Farms Corp, intro D. Young in the newspapers. How
ourselves as unselfishly and unre duced broccoli into this country ever, he is conceded to have the
servedly as did our ancestors
from Italy. It is a cross between clearest thinking brain of any man
There were 150 at the banqeut eabbage and cauliflower, and hun- now living. He was a poor young
Wednesday evening. It was a bril dreds of acres of it are sold to lawyer in New York state. Worked
liant occasion with Mrs. Eva Morgan Italians living in our cities. “Hy- his way through school and college.
as toastmaster. The tables were very- misher” is another strange name you Had a lot of setbacks, but finally be
attractive with decorations carried hear here, but translated it becomes came a successful corporation law
out in blue and gold, the D.A.R just plain parsley shipped with the yer. Drew the attention of J. Pier
colors. The retiring State regent root intact. They first harvest pont Morgan who has made him
was presented with an ex-regent's several crops of leaves of both plain chairman pf the board of General
pin by her officers.
and curly parsley, and then pull up Electric. When reparation problems
At the last session Thursday morn the plant and ship the whole busi arise in foreign countries, when
ing it was voted to place a lamp at ness as hymisher. The foreigners France wants to change to a gold
a cost of $50, in Constitution Hall. use the root in soups for flavoring.
franc; when German financiers want
Washington, in honor of Mrs. Victor
Anise looks something like celery, to know how they can make enough
L. Warren, Dover-Foxcroft, who has has a licorice flavor, and is eaten to pay up what they owe; then this
so faithfully and efficiently served a.= raw. This plant came here from government sends over Owen D.
State regent the past two years.
Egypt, although it is grown in Spain Young to tell them. He knows more
Mrs. Suella M. Sheldon, reger.' of ar.d Malta. Anise seed has an aro about the subject, probably than any
Lady Knox Chapter, served on the matic odor and a pleasant, warm living man with the exception of An
Courtesies committee for the con taste, and is used here for flavoring drew Mellon. He is a Democrat, and
ference.
in the manufacture of cordials. The always has been. He may be your
chicory they raise here is cooked and next president. He can have the
eaten like dandelion greens. They nomination if he wants it.

HOUDINI’S BROTHER
| forecasts still more startling things.
OLD FASHIONED WINTERS
-------I From the stage, with the apparent
Hark
Back With “Dunt” To the
Makes Some Interesting Predictions aid of a crystal ball, he calls names.
Which Need Not Be Taken Too ages and addresses which are subEarly Seventies And See What
Ton'll See
Seriously
, stantiated by various people in the
-------i audience. He sets minds at rest reIf it be true that ghosts walk, the garding sickness, settles affairs of the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
For steady and extremely cold
shade of Houdini treads the boards heart, advises with regard to this or
of a Boston theatre, where a number that change of location and does weather the winter of 1875 was fully
various other highly entertaining equal to any within my rememof the lamented “handcuff king’s” things. in addition to making a gen- J brance. I was at the pier in Belillusions are being presented by his erous cash offer for any proof of fast when the old Katahdin with
brother, Hardeen, in private life, collusion between himself and those , great difficulty ploughed her way
Theodore Weiss,
, . who . shares. the. who respond from "out front ” He \ through a long stretch of ice to the
billing with a clairvoyant, member of ( provj<jes many mirthful touches.
landing. Not being able to back out
the cult against winch Houdini waged
For added measure Koran advised she lay at the pier that night. The
such merciless warfare.
| his Boston audience that within 90 I next day was quite mild, and as
The mystic is Koran, credited with days there would be recorded the I they were anxious to go into winter
having foretold a number of import death of Thomas A. Edison and a quarters at Boston a tug and a large
ant world events and who boldly serious aviation accident which crew of men were employed at conwould- incapacitate Lindbergh from , siderable expense to clear a passage
flying for several years. In October. ! way t0 enable them to do so. It was
Calvin Coolidge will yield to pressure \ night when the way was cleared and
and announce his candidacy for anjt was still mild they concluded
other presidential term. President t0 w^it untll mornmg. It turned
Hoover will do a right about face . coi(j agajn during the night and next
when the next Congress convenes j morning the boat was there to stay
It Mat) Warn of Disordered
and will appear before that body
Considerable traffic was carried on
Kidnetp.
seeking an amendment to the Eight between Belfast and Castine for
eenth Amendment with a view to some time. One man went once too
If troubled with backache,
legalizing
wines and beer. .The end many times and lost a pair of horses
-„
bladder irritations, and getting
of the coming summer will also mean and a ]oad Q{ gram through the ice.
up at night, don’t take chances!
the end of the depiession and m the
The winter of 1872 was about norHelp your kidneys at the first
concluding days of 1931 the Santa mal as t0 snowfan an(j temperature
sign of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
Barbara district of California will be untl] Jnt0 March when a cold wave
Successful for more than 50
visited by an earthquake far more g^pt Qver th(s pgrt Q{ the country
years. Endorsed by hundreds
j disastrous than the one which and .t wa? zero Qr below untfl the
of thousands of grateful users.
ravaged San Francisco and which cJosf> Qf thg month Camden harbor
Get Doan’s today. Sold by dealtimes more valuable than the ones ,
°^r ^2^ ^Vstea^
everywhere.
...
S.S
showmanship which graced his fa. ] of Negro Island, unloaded her
mous brother but his offering is en
freight on the ice and the truck
tertaining.
teams went out for it. Many persons
were sleigh riding about the harbor.
Style
arbiters
tell
us
that
spring
IA DIUPETIC
modes will be brighter clothes for This was considered very unusual for
FOR
men. But what is needed more is so late in the season.
.THE K1DXEYS
A. F. Dunton.
brighter men for clothes.—Lousville
Hope.
, Times.

FLORIDA

*

I found a copy of the National
Geographic Magazine of July. 1922
the other day. containing an article
on "Midsummer Wild Flowers."
Most of the 38 species of flowers il
lustrated will be found in bloom in
the United States during July and
August. These beautiful illustra
tions, costing $25,000. are reproduc
tions from paintings in colors, cover
ing 16 full pages of the magazine.
Let us take up the first flower dis
played, sweet scented white water
lily, castalia odorata.
This beautiftil inhabitant of ponds
and streams belongs to a family of
water-loving plants in many parts of
the world. It is a cousin of the lotus
of Egypt and of the sacred lotus of
India. Also it claims relationship
with the gigantic Victoria regia, the
queen of floral aquatics, whose leaves
are often seven feet in diameter, and
whose flowers are frequently 50
inches in circumference. The range
of this fragrant species is from Nova
Scotia to the Gulf of Mexico and
from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Mississippi river. Its preferred habi
tat is still water, such as ponds, shal
low lakes and slow streams.
It begins flowering in June and
continues to put forth blossoms un
til touched by frost. Its leaves, dark I
green above, pinkish on the under
side, and somewhat heart-shaped,
float on the water. The so'.itary
flower, pure white or pink tinged,
deliciously fragrant, and often five
Inches in diameter, opens shortly
after sunrise, spreading a bounteous
feast for bees, flower-flies, beetles,
and “skippers." This blossom af
fords a striking picture of one phase
of plant evolution.
As the ages passed, the water-lily
found what most business houses
learn sooner or later, that it pays to
advertise. What good were its num
erous pollen-producing stamens if
the insect buyers failed to come and
carry away the pollen to fertilize
other flowers. Therefore many of
the stamens were transformed into
petals, through natural processes
with the result that now, having
intelligence of its wares published to
the four winds, no pollen-dispensing
establishment is busier than the
American water-lily when the in
sects are a-wing. The stamens and
pistils of the scented water lily ma
ture at different times, thus insuring
cross-fertilization.
I went to the Harvard Museum
and found among the glass flowers
a specimen of the water lily. This
one is not the same as I have been
describing, being the nymphaea
odorata. This was from a culti
vated specimen from Plymouth, Mass.
The leaves were all green, and the
flower was not tinted.
The members of the Nature Crank
Club are not gossips, but I found out
something about an old friend that
was news to me. “The nasturtium—
Indian cress. Introduced from Chili
where it is indigenous, into England
in 1727." What a fancy name—Tropaeolum Tricolorum. but Mr. Web
ster says “nasturtion"—take your
choice.
The Saunterer.

KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
________________________*—
—
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When

time
means

money

If you deposited $3.00 a week in a sav
ings account at this bank in 20 years
you would have paid in to your account
the sum of $3120. Yet your account
would have a cash value of $4,760.28.
$1,640.28 of which would be the interest
your deposits would have earned during
the 20 years. Unquestionably, time
means money. Start a savings account
and let time earn money for you.

SECURITY TRUST
Company
ROCKLAND
Camder, Rockport, Union, Warren, V.nalhaven
A

Member

of

the

Financial

Financial Institutions. Inc

Institution*

Group

ol

___ naged
___
_
banking and financial operation.

DrinkTea.. at Bridge Parties
To delight and refresh your guests,
serve Salada Tea at all parties.

n

n

SALAM
ORANGE PEKOE * PEKOE
“Frtih from tfi« Garden*’’

bur Home "make it more
(pnvenientandAttractive

with plenty of
CONVENIENCE OUTLETS
Yes, that’s what those handy little places to plug in your

electrical appliances bring to your home.
And. how they add. to ils attractiveness!

Every home should have plenty of these Convenience Outlets;
z

one on every wall. Too many? Not at all, they make work
easier, and give new possibilities for rearranging your furni

ture.

A room is 'always more attractive when it may be so

easily changed abov'

Special Price Until April 11th.
We want to place mdre outlets in your home
and, to make it worth your while, we arc installing them at the special price of $3.75
each when two or mo.re are installed or $4.25
for one only.

Af
f

Usually it averages around $5.50 for each
installation but until April 11th there’s a big
saving for you.

d^25
for One

installed

Ask any Employe about this Special Offer

Central Maine Power C°
at arty of

' ............

....... .......................

Banks

1* a Maine Corporation owning a majority

our stores

............-1,...................—..................... ...... .................
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